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Abstract 

In such an era that information technology develops rapidly, every potential customer´s demand are 

attainable through effective big data mining and analysing. In order to seizing this opportunity, an 

increasingly number of business tend to use public sentiment analysis to make more accurate 

market location, segmentation and etc. In European or American, business can get the open data 

source for analysis from the widely used social network platform such as Facebook, Twitter and 

Amazon, While the Facebook and Twitter are banned inside of China, and the Amazon can not get 

the same influential position as local e-commercial platform Tmall (owned by Alibaba). The 

application of public sentiment analysis in the Chinese market would be a great challenge and 

problem for most European company which plan to launch in to the Chinese market. This thesis 

may emphasis on studying how international companies to analyse the public sentiment and how to 

apply it in their Chinese marketing strategy. 
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Backgrounds: 

China has a population of approximately 1.4 billion which implies a sizable potential market for 

foreign companies, and the personal income is keeping a stable growth in these forty years. 

Although it has experienced a slowdown in economics in the recent years as of the global economic 

recession, it still keeps 6 percent growth which is one of the highest growth rate in major economy 

entities. Considering the attractiveness and importance of Chinese market, it should be a necessary 

path for western companies to expand in the world.  

 

“Sentiment analysis refers to the use of natural language processing, text analysis, computational 

linguistics, and biometrics to systematically identify, extract, quantify, and study affective states and 

subjective information” (En.wikipedia.org, 2018), and Public sentiment analysis mainly involves 

analysis of the sentiment on the social media platform. The application of public sentiment analysis 

in the local social network have become a trend for most Chinese entities in recent years. Many big 

entities such as State grid corporation of China, has developed its own digital media department for 

analysing the social media data. Simultaneously, the local social media platforms have make use of 

their data and technique advantage to provide the weather report, auto-sentiment analysis tool for 

the relative small entities, such as the Wespot service offered by Sina Weibo. The third party 

consultancy firm has integrated the sentiment analysis in to their service frame work when they are 

providing the business report to their customers. Why the sentiment analysis has attracted the entity´

s attention in China?  

 

China is known for its strict restrictions to the internet and social media platforms, while such 

restriction does not limit its development in social media. According to the Kantar report (Kantar, 
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2017), Chinese people spend on average 46 minutes a day on social media, over 618 million people 

are using social media sites in China and at least 91% have a social media account. With the wide 

spreading of social media in our lives, it is not only gives us sense of belonging, connection and 

happiness. (Marlowe, Bartley and Collins, 2016), but also affects our decisions of consumption by a 

certain degree (Kim and Park, 2013). Arndt in 1967 defined the word of mouth as “oral, 

person-to-person Communication between a receiver and a communicator whom the receiver 

perceives as non-commercial, concerning a brand, a product or a service” (Arndt, 1967, 

pp.291-295). Social media has updated the traditional word of mouth into an electrical and digital 

one. The consumer can access information from the whole network through social media, rather 

than only from peers or families. It not only helps consumers make decisions after reading lots of 

reviews, but also means a lot for the business. More and more business companies are using 

analysis of the data in social network in marketing to get more opportunities. 

 

Meanwhile social media, which could provide the tremendous information and data of the potential 

consumer，has become the main platform to detect the intrinsic emotion behind the users´ behaviour 

and post. As in recent studies, more and more research has evidenced there are strong relation ship 

between emotion and marketing. Hirschman and Stern (1998) has proposed emotions plays an 

important role in consumer behaviour. Thomson, MacInnis, and Park (2005) have emphasis the 

importance of emotion in brand shaping.  

 

There are several tools for opinion mining, such as Nature Language Processing (NLP) and 

machine learning. NLP concept is helpful to process the text to divide each text into the sequence of 

words. As for the business entity, there are recent study of applying the sentiment analysis in the 

business field.  

 

Sentiment analysis has been studied in marketing. D'Andrea et al., (2015) pay attention on the 

analysis of customer reviews, online advertising, brand reputation and E-commerce. And it has also 
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been studied in risk control area (Schrage, n.d.). Schrage has pointed the sentiment analysis is 

helpful to detect the public relation crisis and lower the leaving ratio of key employees. Fan & 

Gordon(2014) conclude that sentiment analysis has been used in all phase of a product or service 

life cycle, including insight into changing consumers’ interests and tastes, locating the influential 

users, improving the ad-campaign effectiveness, managing response to crises and building the 

competitive intelligence. 

 

When related the application of sentiment analysis with the Chinese market, there are examples 

showing the relationship between increasing success of foreign business and effective application of 

sentiment analysis in Chinese market. A.S Waston group, the largest international health and beauty 

retailer in Asia and Europe, in order to effective predict the customers’ preference, it has applied the 

sentiment analysis in the product line management. This strategy leads to their annual growth rate 

to 8% at last, compared with the average growth 5% in the past years. Take RT-Mart as an another 

example, which is a Taiwan and France joint venture, it has applied of sentiment analysis to find out 

the hottest product and complementary goods, and changes the original layout of the supermarket 

totally. This change has brought the 14% revenue growth rate at last. However, for most foreign 

companies in the Chinese market, they experienced of low expertise in application of sentiment 

analysis as a result of being unfamiliar of the local social media. In 2012, Ito-yokato has closed its 5 

branches in Sichuan, the seven eleven has closed its 40 branches and family mart closed its 4 

branches at the one time. All of them are related with the boycotts of the Japanese product in 

Chinese social media. The negative mood in Chinese market lead to negative behaviour of Chinese 

consumers. Then we can find the application of the sentiment analysis in Chinese market is 

demanding for foreign business, we could start from the introduction of the characteristics of the 

Chinese social media, which could be viewed differently to its western counterpart: 

 

There are three main social network, BAT (abbreviation for “Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent). Baidu is 

like google in some way which offers the search engine service and it also integrates the biggest 
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BBS service in China. Alibaba is like Amazon which offers the platform and solutions for 

e-commerce among B2B, B2C, C2C. Tencent is the largest instant message service provider and it 

owns two famous brand QQ and WeChat. However, in recent years, the appearance of dating social 

network and online video media has broken this balance. With the development of mobile network 

techniques, the life service apps have seized part of the market by its expertise and function in 

certain areas. New media with social functions like Toutiao suddenly become the new favourite in 

2017. According to the Kantar report, the Chinese social network ecosystems is fragmented. 

Meanwhile, (Kantar, 2017) has divided the category of Chinese social network in to the following 

main categories: instant messenger tool, microblog, dating social networks, BBS, life service apps 

with reviews, news media with social functions, E-commerce with social functions, online video 

media or live-broadcasting platform with social functions, and Appendices D shows a more detailed 

categorization of the china social media ecosystem.  

Meanwhile, the crazy KOL economy in Chinese market shows a different trend with other markets. 

The KOL means the viral person who has a large number of followers or fans and could hence 

affect others’ opinion in the social network. In China, there are main two platforms that produce the 

KOL: one is WeiBo, while the other is WeChat. Netizens follow the interested KOL through the 

“follow” function in social network platform, then they could receive the notification of the KOL´s 

new post, article or video etc. KOL plays a vital role in the Chinese social network as a result of 

large amount of fans they own. According to Kang (2018) research on the state of Chinese key 

opinion leader, Papi jiang has over 20,000k followers on her Weibo and online video account, Uncle 

Tongdao has more than 12,000k followers on the Weibo and Wechat account, while 

“micro-influencers” might have between 10,000 and 20,000 followers.  

 

Meanwhile, KOL built strong interaction with their followers through the high frequency updating 

of their contents, the resonance and comfort bring the followers the sense of connectedness in a 

group, and makes them trust the influencer who can share accurate information with them.  

KOL could help the company to build up their brands through showing tendency or interest 
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naturally in their brand or products. KOL always affect the consumer preference, so the marketers 

could know more about the future trends through mining the KOL´s opinion and the feedback from 

the followers. According to Kumar (2018) the “rapid consumerism”, “short innovation cycles” and 

quick updating in the digital platform has made the customers change their preference continuously. 

Company could explore market tendency from the content on key opinion leader account. On the 

other hand, KOL’s negative post can stimulate resonance and support from the fans, and it is 

amplified through social media under the network effect, possibly lead to further public relation 

crisis to the business. As a result, it is very important to implement the sentiment analysis of the 

content that KOL posts in social network in Chinese market. 

 

Meanwhile, the Chinese Key opinion leader still diversified as a result of the diversified platform, 

According to Kumar (2018), there are more 10,000 KOLs in Chinese market.  

 

The e-commerce penetration rate is extremely high in china: Alibaba and JD have strategically 

cooperated with the retail and service firms in china. And according to the data on Statista (Statista, 

2018), the revenue in the “ecommerce” market amounts to US$636,087m in 2018. The user 

penetration rate has reached at 72.3% in 2018. On the other hand, e-commerce platform integrated 

with the instant messenger function, e.g., you can use Wangwang (an instant messenger app for the 

TaoBao website) to chat with the online shop owner in TaoBao (an online shopping platform), and 

the social media is deeply involved with the electrical payment services. Taking the widely used 

instant messenger platform WeChat as an example, it has integrated electrical payment service 

(tenpay), and now has developed a new function “WeChat Market” to offer the C2C service. The 

boundary has become blurred, and it is hard to tell which one is pure e-commerce platform and 

which one is pure social network. 

 

We can analyse the challenges brought by the characteristic of Chinese social network to the foreign 

business in risk control, marketing areas. 
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It is meaningful to monitor the whole network to detect negative risk, however, it could be more 

important to monitor the big influencer opinions which contribute thousands times of power and 

influence than the ordinary netizens in Chinese market. Whereas, the selection of KOL to the brand 

reputation could be a crucial problem to deal with. According to Kumar (2018), there are more than 

10,000 KOLs in Chinese market, and a selection method is not simply according to their amount of 

fans. “Some KOLs may have lower engagement rates, but their posts are shared at multiple levels.” 

(Kang, 2018). Some KOLs are the expertise in beauty area but may have low reputation in other 

areas. Some KOLs are the fashion leader for the young generation but are not accepted by the 

middle-age group. In order to effectively detect the business risk, every business should have an 

own KOL ranking in the Chinese market to localize the KOL who are trusted by their targeting 

customers. 

 

The precision marketing requires the marketers to deliver the right advertisement to the right group 

at the right time, and in the digital era, the content of precision marketing has transferred into 

sharing the right content on the right social network. Selection of the right social network platform 

is an essential step to locate the right customer, and business could make use of the right platform to 

nurture the good relationship between the brand and its customers. On the other hand, focus on the 

right social network helps to avoid the irrelevant information to bother the non-targeted customer, 

which may lead to the adverse attitude among them in the end.  

 

The high diversification of Chinese social network brings a big difficulty to choose. In china, 80s 

may preferred Douban bbs than any other generations, while, 70s treat Tianya bbs as the mainly 

communication platform. When connected with the difference in income level and location, the 

preference would vary a lot. As a result, when confronted with the thousands of social network, it 

could be difficult to find the right one that fulfils the marketer’s expectations of targeted customer, 

especially when they have more requirements on the expected age level, income or location. On the 

other hand, selection of KOL is also an important step in marketing, since the most effective KOL 
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for brand are the ones whose could reach naturally resonance among the followers. Therefore, the 

way to choose the right social media platform and KOL could be the most challenging problems 

during the application process. 

 

Despite of the challenges brought by the characteristic of the local social network, the culture 

factors should also be added into consideration. This factors mainly affects the analysis process. It 

arises from the differentiation of the applied language. The present sentiment analysis research is 

mainly based in English, however, Chinese language has certain characteristics different from 

English. Peng, Cambria and Hussain (2017) has revealed that “the most notable feature of Chinese 

is the lack of inter-word spacing, as a result of Chinese text is made up of equally spaced graphemes 

that are called characters” (Peng, Cambria and Hussain, 2017, p. 1). This kind of characteristic lead 

to combination of several characters in one word. In order to check the intrinsic sentiment of every 

word, it is necessary to segment Chinese words.  

 

1.2 Problem statement: 

After taking these challenges into consideration, we could find there are three main sub-research 

questions for us to resolve: 

1. How to find the right social network to sentiment analysis in the Chinese market? 

2. How to find the right KOL to sentiment analysis in the Chinese market? 

3. How to resolve the language difference in sentiment analysis in a Chinese language based 

network environment? 

And these three sub-research questions could consist of main research question for the thesis:  

How to apply the sentiment analysis in the Chinese market? 
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1.3 Research Methods: 

Regarding the first two sub-questions, they relate with how to choose the right social media 

platform and KOL based on the different targeted customer group. This research tries to collect the 

primary data through web survey in Wechat. The questions are directed towards: the attendant 

personal information (age, gender, income level, location), preference of social media platform, and 

KOL among the widely used ones in China. The researcher will reveal the trend of preference based 

on the different groups of attendants in order to offer guidance for foreign company to select the 

right one that fits for their target customers. 

 

This survey will use secondary data from the Kantar (2017) social media impact report, which 

could offer the widely used social network options and key opinion leader options for the multiple 

choice.  

 

Regarding the last sub-questions, the research will use Aldi as a case to show how to solve the 

language barrier in analysing. The retailing giant Aldi, has started its business in the Chinese market 

last year. Instead of building the physical store and own supply chain in the Chinese market, they 

choose to start from the online flag-shop in Tmall global, which could offer the e-Commerce 

platform and inland supply chain solution for foreign companies to sell directly to the Chinese 

consumers. Meanwhile, the foreign company like Aldi can get the data collection and analysis 

service through the platform. This research will check Aldi´s customer review in the Tmall platform, 

then apply the present popular tool-Thulac and Jieba to segment the part of review, and compare the 

segmented results by tools with the actual results segmented by the human, thereby offering a more 

accurate and stable solution for company.  

This thesis is based on the critical realism. Since the critical realism is seen as a combination of 

objectivist and constructionist (Archer et al., 1998). It agrees the objectivist idea that reality is 

existing independently, meanwhile, admit human activity could bring certain effect to the 
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constructor. In this thesis, the research employs the quantitative method to explore the statistical 

relationships behind the demographic characteristics and social media users ´preference in the 

Chinese market and qualitative method to solve the language difference in the Chinese market. The 

mixture of both method serves for solving these three sub-research questions.   

 

1.4  Thesis Structure: 

The structure of this thesis is illustrated by the figure below, in which the thesis is divided into six 

chapters. In chapter 1, an introduction has been outlined which include the background, problems 

and main method, and the outline of the thesis is presented. In chapter 2, the literature review is 

provided, which includes the main theories applied in the thesis, and the previous related research 

work. In chapter 3, the methodology is described for the research designs, limitations and related 

philosophy aspects. In chapter 4, the results and findings is presented. In chapter 5, data analysis 

offers the collection method, analysis and discussion of the findings. In chapter 6, Conclusions is 

presented. 

 

Figure 1 Thesis structure 

Introduction
Literature 

review Methodology
Result 

presentation Data Analysis Conclusion
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2.0 Literature review 

2.1 Relationships between emotion and marketing  

2.1.1 Emotion and consumption behaviour 

“Emotion is any conscious experience characterized by intense mental activity and a certain degree 

of pleasure and displeasure” (En.wikipedia.org, 2018). It is always the subject for the psychological 

study. However, since the early eighties, the study of the relationship between the emotion and 

customer behaviour has attracted more and more attention. Havlena and Morris (1986) proposed the 

definition of the consumption emotion. They claimed researchers could use the happiness, nervous, 

and peaceful to describe the consumer experience, and consumption behaviour are impacted by the 

emotion. This finding inspired more researchers start to study about the variety of the consumption 

emotion in different dimensions and environment. 

 

Richins has assessed the area of consumption-related emotions, and she concludes sixteen 

consumption emotion patterns, anger, discontent, anxiety, worry, sadness, fear, shame, envy, 

loneliness, romantic love, love, peacefulness, contentment, optimism, joy, excitement, surprise, 

guilt, pride, eagerness, relief. (Richins, 1997)  

 

Another famous model is Weston and Tellegen two factors theory of emotion. They divided the 

emotion in to positive and negative dimensions. while these two dimensions can not include the all 

customer emotions. The emotion model proposed by Russel which add two more dimensions in low 

arousal and high arousal. And until now, the model is the one of the most widely used model to 

assess the consumer emotion when they step in to the service environment or use certain product. 

Russel categories emotion in to four dimensions, negative, positive, low arousal and high arousal as 

shown in appendices E. 
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Hirschman and Stern (1999) has concluded the role of emotion in consumption behaviours based on 

the Russel model, they propose: “happy consumers lead to active consumption”(Hirschman and 

Stern, 1999, p.1) they believe, there are two positive effects to the consumptions arising from the 

delight and pleasure, one is playing role on the purchasing initiatives, another is improving their 

cognitive ability, thereby shorten the processing time. on the other hand, they think sad consumer 

can not play active during the whole process of consumption, as of the negative attitude to the risk, 

and they do not want to afford the possible disappointment and sadness arising from the 

inappropriate consumption. Actually, consumption behaviours always impact the emotion. In 

Andrade´s research, emotion is strongly impacted by consumption. Pleasant consumption 

experience could reduce the negative emotion. Unpleasant consumption experience may lead to the 

negative emotion. “Individuals might also use purchasing or consumption to self-regulate positive 

emotions in an effort to maintain or intensify positive feelings” (Kemp and Kopp, 2010, p.2). Kemp 

and Kopp (2010) have introduced a new construct ERC (the emotion regulation consumption) to the 

research of emotion and consumer behaviour, the emotion regulation consumption is used as an 

effective construct, which could be used to explore the impact of pleasant consumption experience 

on management and enhancement of an emotion in a short period. Kemp and Kopp (2010) found 

The hedonic consumption could be recognized as a treatment when people can not manage the 

negative emotions.  

 

2.1.2 Emotion and branding 

“Branding is endowing products and services with the power of a brand” (Kotler & Keller, 2012, 

p.243) the branding is widely recognized as a part of marketing strategy and it connect with 

different marketing techniques, which aimed for building the long time image of the firm to the 

public. Emotions play an important role in branding. Marc gobe has claimed that emotional 

branding bring influence an emotion level which could be seen as a higher level than the brand 
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awareness. And the emotion is transferred to the consumer through their advertisement, products 

and services. Company should build a detailed and clear plan to ensure the right emotion flow to the 

right consumers. Meanwhile, the brand emotion could enhance the brand differentiation and bring 

consumer a concept that the brand is unique and strongly differentiate with others (Thomson, 

MacInnis, and Park, 2005). 

 

2.1.3 Emotion and Brand attachment 

Thomson, Macinnis and park defines “brand attachment as the strength of the bond connecting the 

brand with the self” (Thomson, MacInnis, and Park, 2005, p.2). Park et al. (2010) suggest there are 

two important factors included in the brand attachment: brand-self connection and brand 

prominence.  

 

Thomson, Macinnis and park (2005) has built a three-factor model which discover the relationship 

between brand attachment with three kinds of emotional component. they are respectively affection, 

passion and connection.  

 

2.2 Conformity and consumer decision 

“Conformity is the act of matching attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours to group norms” 

(En.wikipedia.org, 2018). We can find clues from the ancient slavery society, the slavery´s 

unconditional obedience of rule and regulations regardless of the incruelity and bloodiness. While 

in these years, after these two landmark research: Milgram's research on obedience to authority and 

Zimbardo's Stanford Prison Experiment, conformity start to attract the public attention. These two 

researches has shown individual obey the instructions in conformity without considering its 

rationality, or even behave against humanity. They triggered the widely investigate and study of the 
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conformity in the 1960s and 1970s. Although the conformity always connected with peer pressure, 

itself can be regarded as good or bad as of it comes from the peoples´ desire of security in a group. 

Haslam and Reicher (2012) conclude that the conformity is acting in a way similar to those around 

you, it arises from the belongings.  

 

Grilo, Shy and Thisse (2001) point out there is a relationship between the conformity and customer 

purchasing decision, he claims “consumption decisions are made to satisfy both material and social 

needs” “the decision to buy a good depends not only upon the intrinsic utility from consuming it but 

also upon the social attributes associated with its consumption” (Grilo, Shy and Thisse, 2001, 

p.386). And this point of view could be explained in this way: in order to get the recognition of the 

social status and avoid rejection in certain social group, the individual try to imitate each other such 

as purchasing the same brand. And this kind of consumption is not coming from the intrinsic 

demand. Overall, there seems to be some evidence to indicate that the conformity could affect the 

purchase decision and guide the consumption. In the Chinese market, the conformity and consumer 

behaviour seems has stronger connection, as a result of “Chinese people, as typical collectivist, are 

often motivated by norms and duties imposed by the in-group, and try to emphasize their 

connectedness with in-group” (Luo, 2009, p.4). 

 

2.3 Precision marketing 

According to Zoratti and Gallagher, the definition of precision marketing “is a process, gives 

marketers the insights into customer behaviours that let them talk with customers in a relevant 

manner” (Zoratti and Gallagher, 2012). It should consist of these three aspects: the first one is to 

ensure delivering information accurately, which means let right person get the right information in a 

right channel, the second one is to ensure the interactions is with the relevant people and meet their 

demand. The third one is using data technology to make the process more creative. As the market 

has become more diffusional, consumers´ demand has become more personalized. The more 
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creative process could be more approach to this kind of consumer.   

 

Zoratti and Gallagher (2012) propose, in order to achieve the real precision marketing, there are 

three key challenges to overcome, firstly, it involves the shift of the objective of data collection, 

which is not limited to the traditional demographic and location data any more. Secondly, the 

precise preference of customer can not directly reflect in the collected data, since big data always 

make noise, thereby the prediction is required in this way. Thirdly, company should translate the 

prediction, apply it in market areas, meanwhile, building a set of performance indicators to measure 

it. 

 

2.4 Emotions and Social media 

social media could be recognized as a place to interact, communicate, and sharing ideas, thoughts, 

experience and information among the internet users worldwide (Xiang and Gretzel, 2010). 

Mayfield (Mayfield, 2007) propose the five characteristic of the social media: participation, 

openness, conversation, community and connectedness. Comparing with the traditional media, we 

can find the social media users are participating the activity in the social media, and they can 

communicate with each other, and use links to other sources, sites or people. Then the social media 

is not alike a broadcasting tool. And in term of the content on social media, which is available for 

use to every user.   

 

And Mayfield (Mayfield, 2007) wrote there are basically six kinds of social media, they are 

respectively: social networks, blogs, wikis, podcasts, forums, content communities and 

microblogging. Based on the Chinese specific social networking environment, Kantar report has 

divided china social media network into these several types: instant messenger tool, microblog, 

dating social networks, BBS, life service apps with reviews, news media with social functions, 
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E-commerce with social functions, online video media or live-broadcasting platform with social 

functions. And these categories would be applied in the survey part. 

 
According to the Nielsen report, the social media mainly give individuals the feeling of connected, 

informed, amused (Nielson, 2012). While the experiment about the role of emotion in the social 

media network users shows, in the social media platform, the content of social media may bring 

people to experience the specific emotions without their awareness. The content and emotions on 

social media have influenced the personal activity. If the marketers arrange an effective emotion 

tonnage in the social media environment, they could get the desired consumers´ behaviour at last.  

 

While the emotion is complex in the social media, as single word or single image does not mean the 

intrinsic feelings. The process of detecting emotions should base on the integrated techniques and 

differentiated models. 

 

2.5 Sentiment Analysis 

2.5.1 Presentation of main method of sentiment analysis 

Sentiment analysis aims at discovering the contextual polarity of the documents. And “it refers to 

the use of natural language processing, text analysis, computational linguistics, and biometrics to 

systematically identify, extract, quantify, and study affective states and subjective information” 

(En.wikipedia.org, 2018). Cambria et al., (2013) propose there are three main approaches to the 

sentiment analysis: knowledge-based techniques, statistical methods, and hybrid approaches. 

(D'Andrea et al., 2015) has conclude these methods and compare the related features, techniques, 

advantages and disadvantages, and conclude the hybrid method could be the best one, although it 

may bring noisy.  

 

Although the data scientist has developed a lot of tools to detect the emotion, there are still 
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challenges as a result of the complexity of the emotion. Simultaneously, the intrinsic emotion 

always hidden behind the image, word and users´ behaviour in social media, if analysis only on the 

single objective, it may lead to misunderstand of the real intention and attitude. While, the present 

method is mainly based on the documents. (Wang and Pal, 2015) has discussed the challenges for 

the sentiment analysis methods, they think there are several problems which present methods and 

technique can not solved perfectly, when there is multiple emotion existing in text, which can not be 

explained by present model completely. Present method may have neglected the connectedness 

between different topics, can not understand the intrinsic emotion in the whole text. The 

complexibilty of emotion lead to hard to classify them to certain type, every person has different 

perception of them. Then it is hard to make a model to reconcile the difference.  

 

Fan & Gordon pointed that it is possible that sentiment analysis results can not truly reflect the 

intrinsic emotion of the public. As the review on social network are always posted by the consumers 

with extreme positions. Nonnecke, Andrews and Preece (2006) proposed that the satisfied ones are 

more likely to post neutral messages. 

 

2.5.2 Chinese word segmentation 

When related with the Chinese word, the application of segmentation tool is necessary as there is no 

space between two Chinese words. According to Li, Liu and Qin (2018), the main methods of 

Chinese word segmentation are semantic match-based methods, Statistical machine learning 

methods, Transformation-based methods and combination one. The first one focus on compare 

entries by dictionary, that means the coverage of dictionary may impact the results. the second one 

based on the machine learning technique to test the occurrence of characteristics. The third one is 

base on speech tagging and parsing. The last one may use several methods together. 
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Based in these methods, Peng, Cambria and Hussain (2017) concludes there are three most used 

word segment tools has been developed: Ictclas, Thulac, and Jieba segmentor. Two of them will be 

introduced in the following chapter and treated as the main tools for segmenting the text in case 

study.   

 

2.5.3 Application of sentiment analysis in business area 

Sentiment analysis has been viewed as an effective method in marketing areas, According to 

D'Andrea et al., (2015), four directions of application are proposed, the first one is about the 

reviews of consumer products and services. Entity could crawl the product information and 

customer reviews in e-commercial platform to find the inspiration for the feature of the product and 

possible disadvantage of products and services. The second one is building the brand reputation. 

Sentiment analysis could be applied to monitor the reputation of brand and focus on offering the 

real time analysis and alarm the company if there are negative posts. The third one is for on-line 

advertising. The last one is for on-line commerce, which could provide an opportunity for customer 

to understand product and service before paying for them. 

 

Fan & Gordon (2014) concludes that sentiment analysis has been used in realizing value in all 

phase of a product or service life cycle, it could be used in design-development and utilization 

stages. It could also be used in marketing process, such as gathering data into understanding 

consumers’ interests and tastes, locating influential users, improving ad-campaign effectiveness, 

effectively and timely responding to crises.  

 

Tajvidi and Karami (2017) use Structural Equation Modelling(SEM) to test the quantitative data 

collected from 2435 hotels operated in UK, and his research approves that the firms´ performance 

is positively affected by application of social media platform in the hotel industry.  
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Social media marketing industry report has established a survey on 3800 marketers. And they 

express the top problems when application of social media analytics in to business area: the 

measurement of return on investment on social media, location of most influential social medial 

platform and social media users and the detailed content of the social media strategy. These 

identification of problems has shed a light to the problem identification in this thesis. The research 

tried to dissolve one problem of them-the location of most influential social media platform and 

social media user in the Chinese market.  

 

Fan and Gordon points out, language and culture issues add more complexities when business starts 

to apply sentiment analysis around the world. There is a gap that few research shows the how to 

apply the sentiment analysis into an emerging market for business purpose. Although, there are 

standard ways has been explored by Fan and Gordon to apply sentiment analysis in western market, 

however, Wilson, Gosling and Graham (2012) think the nationality should be seen as an important 

influential in the pattern of using social media platform. It works in China, too. Since there is 

variation in china social media landscape arising from the difference in culture and technology, 

recently, several business research centers have issued reports about the characteristics of china 

social media landscape, such as Nielson social media user report (Nielson, 2012), i research social 

media impact report and etc. Among them, Kantar social media impact report (Kantar, 2017) 

analyzes the impact of social media to the Chinese society, especially the business area. This thesis 

tried to make use part of this report´s data to explore how to apply the sentiment analysis in the 

Chinese market.  

 

2.6 Theoretical background for the questionnaire  

2.6.1 Market segmentation theory 

Wendell Smith propose the market segmentation theory in 1956. He (Smith, 1956) thinks the 
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development of technology and production has brought changes to the customers’ demand. 

Company should recognize the variation of customers´ demand and set up the appropriate product 

lines and marketing strategy. He also proposes the customer demand divergence arising from the 

basic difference in customer need. Kotler has developed Smith´s marketing segmentation theory. He 

proposed the STP theory, which integrate the segmentation, targeting and positioning together. This 

model is widely used to guide the modern marketing activities for entities. And the segmentation is 

as the basis for targeting and positioning. And he defines the market segmentation is “dividing a 

market into smaller segments with distinct needs, characteristics, or behaviour that might require 

separate marketing strategies or mixes.” (Kotler, 2012, p.700). While, in this thesis, as mentioned in 

the introduction chapter, the present Chinese social media environment is differentiated and 

scattered. For most entities, social media platforms and KOLs have been viewed as the target media 

to reach the customer, which function as bridge to connect the brands and customers. In order to 

ensure they could reach the right customers, the audience of social media platform and followers of 

KPI should be identified and segmented at first.  

 

2.6.2 Bases for segmentation 

Kotler (2012) also points out we could consider these main variables when segmenting markets: 

geographic segmentation, demographic segmentation which includes age, gender, family size, 

family life cycle, income, occupation, education, religion, race, generation and nationality, 

psychographic segmentation, and behavioural segmentation  

 

2.6.3 Application of demographic segmentation in questionnaire 

Kotler claims in his books, “demographic factors are the most popular bases for segmenting the 

customer groups” (Kotler, 2012, p.191). Indeed, the preference and demographic base has been 
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used in a lot of marketing research report. Such as research on users of Shiseido, Samsung and 

Xiaomi. 

  

Considering this method has been widely accepted in market segmentation, it could be effective and 

meaningful when applying it to segment the Chinese social media environment when the results is 

used for market purpose. Meanwhile, connecting the preference and patterns of social media 

platform users and KOL followers with the demographic base has been used in many other 

literatures. (Hines, 2015) has employed survey method to explore the relationship between the 

different age level, gender, education back ground, ethnic minorities and the media preference. 

(Bachman and Zuniga, 2013) has researched the relationship between different age level with media 

consumption on political participation. According to Nielsen audience report (NIELSEN, 2018), the 

ages, race/ethnicities has been used as the base to segment the whole media usage landscape for the 

U.S. A research conducted by (Lennon et al., 2012) has proved that demographic factors playing 

important influence in network platform preference. (Patel and Bansal, 2018) had compared the 

effect of different demographic variables to the company e-marketing strategy. Together, these 

studies presented thus far provide evidence the connecting the demographic base with the social 

media preference and pattern could be reasonable to the research in Chinese market. 

 

As referred in previous paragraph, Kotler suggests the demographic segmentation could be based 

on the age, gender, family size, family life cycle, income, occupation, education, religion, race, 

generation and nationality. While connected these factors with the Chinese social media landscape, 

it is significant that some factors which are not fit for China. The religion is not a suitable factor. 

According to (Loesche, 2018), majority of Chinese people identify them as being “convinced 

atheist”, which means they are not just “not religious”. This may arise from the ideological 

underpinnings of communism.  

 

Regarding with the race and ethnic, according to Wikipedia(En.wikipedia.org, 2018), Han Chinese 
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has consisted of 91.6474% of Chinese population. Then minor ethnic has seized very low 

percentage of the whole population. Then we will not take it into consideration in this research. For 

nationality, according to China National Bureau of Statistics, the population of foreign nationality is 

only 600000, which only consists of 0.0045% of the whole population. For generation, as it could 

be estimated by age, so it would not be listed as one factor separately. 

 

Then we could find these factors could be used in this thesis: age, gender, family size, family life 

cycle, income, occupation and education. 

 

2.6.4 WeChat users´interview 

Kotler (2012) has suggested a three-step procedure for identifying market segments. They are 

survey stage, analysis stage and profiling stage. For the survey stage, he believes it is necessary to 

conduct an exploratory interviews or focus groups, which in order to gain more information on 

customer motivations, attitudes and behaviour. Qualitative method is always used to develop 

domains for a structured survey. And this method has been adopted by (Kelly et al., 2005) (Krause, 

2002). In this thesis, the WeChat interview has been selected to find out the possible factors which 

could affect the social media platform and KOL preference and patterns.  

 

The interview is a virtual one, which conducted in the most welcome instant messenger tool - 

WeChat platform. This platform will be introduced in detail in the methodology chapter. The 

following questionnaire survey has been conducted in this platform too, which means the 

interviewee and the respondent of the questionnaire are coming from the same source.  

 

I discover the interviewees through the “shake” icon in WeChat. The “shake” icon is designed to 

discover other WeChat user at random. I repeated running the icon 20 times and send out 25 friend´s 

invitation, and 20 of them has accepted the invitation, and 15 of them agreed to take a very short 
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interview by WeChat.  

The main questions include: 

Do you think below factors may impact social media and KOL preference? (age, gender, family size, 

family life cycle, income, occupation and education) 

Are there any other factors may impact social media and KOL preference? 

 

In conclusion, there are seven people don't know what is family life cycle. Since, the questionnaire 

should only contain the questions that respondents could understand. And according to the 

definition of family life cycle, it includes several steps from singles, married to the senior years, 

which most person experience during the whole life. Then I considering dissemble the question of 

family life cycle into two questions: ages and marriage status. 

 

2.6.5 other factors: 

During the interview, there are two interviewees have mentioned the location of audience may 

impact the social media platform and KOL preference. These renown report have used the location 

factor to explore the difference in people´s choice of social media platform.(Kantar, 2017). Then 

this factor has also been taken into consideration in the following web survey.  
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3.0 Methodology: 

This chapter describes the responding ontology and epistemology that I accepted in this thesis, and 

based on this which method I adopted to research and data collection.  

 

3.1 Philosophy of science 

This thesis is based on the critical realism. Critical realism belongs to a realist philosophy, which 

propose the reality is existing independently, and will not impacted by our perception or knowledge 

(Archer et al.1998). And in my research, I admit the truth is based on the mechanism system, then I 

use the quantitative method to explore the statistical relationships behind the demographic 

characteristics and social media users ´preference in the Chinese market. Meanwhile, in the case 

study, I chose the statistic method as main method to analyse the reviews, which also support the 

realist stance of this research. However, critical realism is often seen as a combination of objectivist 

and constructionist (Archer et al.1998). Sayer (2000) believes social structure could be explained by 

the activity. Based in this points of view, I chose the case study, which is thought as a traditional 

qualitative method to solve the language difference in the Chinese market. There is not confliction 

of the both methods employed in this thesis. As the survey method place emphasis on solving the 

first and second research question, and case study focus on the third research question. And 

especially for the case study part, the statistical method could bring more generalised results.      

 

This thesis employs two main methods. One is the web survey, which is used for exploring the 

relationship between the demographic factors and the preference of social media platform and Key 

Opinion Leader (KOL). And the factors are chosen based on the defined concepts in the literature 

review. The market segmentation theory and Fan&Gordon research offer the theoretical back 

ground for the questionnaire setting. The main purpose for this web survey is not driven by a 
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theory-testing, which is more exploratory to find the correlation factors and developing solutions 

for the application of sentiment analysis in the Chinese market.  

Another one is case study, which is used for finding a more appropriate tool to segment word in a 

different Chinese-speaking network environment. Statistical method is employed to analyze the 

reviews and build the confidence interval, which in the pursuit of get a more generalized results 

based on the random sample. 

 

3.2 Data collection 

This thesis employs two kinds of method. One is web survey, and another is case study. In the 

following chapters, the thesis introduces the web survey methods in these parts: design of the web 

survey and data reliability and validity. For the case study method, it has been divided into these 

parts: presentation of the case study, case selection, related data collection, simple random sampling 

method and data reliability and validity. And at last, the quantitative analysis strategy show the 

general analyzing process of these two parts. 

 

3.2.1 Design of the web survey  

3.2.1.1 Design of first part 

The purpose of this survey is to collect the statistical, numerical and quantitative evidence about the 

patterns of using social media among different people. The WeChat platform, which has 936 million 

monthly active users in 2nd quarter 2017 according to the data in statista report. It has been seen as 

the china´s largest instant message tool since quarter 4th in 2016. And there are lots of groups which 

based on shared interests, schools, work places or anything else. Each group has its own page, and 

the chat would be visible to all members in the group, which means the link of the survey could 

reach to every member if I share it in the group. Considering of its popularity and convenience to 
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conduct the survey, in this thesis, I chosen Wechat as the platform.  

 

The survey contains three parts. The first part focus on collecting the background information about 

the respondents. As referred in the literature review, the most common base for the market 

segmentation, which includes geographic, demographics, psychographics and behavioural aspects. 

The settings of the questions in this part focus mainly on the demographic part. And the content of 

questions includes the gender, age, location, occupation, income, educational level and marriage 

status. All of them are single choice type. 

 

3.2.1.2 Design of the second part 

The second part of the survey gathers information on using social media and Key Opinion Leader 

(KOL) preference. This part consists of 30% of the whole part. The questions of this part consists of 

four questions, which come from the research question to find the appropriate social media platform 

and key opinion leader, and all of them related to the present situation and preference of the 

respondents. And they are correspondingly: which is the most used social media platform and how 

often they use, which Key Opinion Leader (KOL) they choose to follow and how often they check 

the KOL´s Updates.  

 

The type of these questions are using the single choice form. The options for choosing the right 

social media platform and KOL are following the kantar report(Kantar, 2017). The kantar report has 

divided the total social media platform into eight parts as instant messenger tool, microblog, dating 

social networks, BBS, life service apps with reviews, news media with social functions, 

E-commerce with social functions, online video media or live-broadcasting platform with social 

functions respectively. The question of choosing the most welcome social media platform used this 

category as options. Regarding the Key opinion leader options, Kantar report(Kantar, 2017) has 

listed the most welcome 100 KOL in China. The first five of them are used as the options of 
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question in the thesis: Papi Jiang, Tongdao Dashu, WuYan@focus thinking, gogoboi, Tales in 

England and others. Papi Jiang and Tongdao Dashu are entertaining and diversified KOL. 

WuYan@focus thinking is a famous commenter, which aims for providing profound knowledge 

about life, work and study. Gogoboi focus on analysing fashion trend. Tales in England is an 

oversea informative blogger, which focus on telling the funny news or tales about foreign countries 

not only limited in England.  

 

3.2.1.3 Pre-analysis of secondary data 

Since the options we use are following the Kantar report, which should belong to the secondary data. 

Therefore, it is necessary to make an assessment before we using in the survey to ensure the quality 

of the whole thesis. The major risks of this data is the inappropriateness with the research question 

and lack of control over the quality of data. For the prior one, since design always built for the 

original authors ´ research question, different study always have different research question, 

eventhough, they have the same question, their actual content would be different as of the 

heterogeneity of the time and location(Oxbridge Essays, 2017). For the latter one, notwithstanding, 

our selection criteria of past research authors are restricted to the reliable sources and professional 

ones like mention in above paragraph, there is still the possibility of lacking of reliability and 

validity through the research process, Thus it is essential to take a systematic review.  

According to the 2017 kantar report, the item related with the systematic review has been listed in 

the below chart: 
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Table 1 Secondary data analysis 

Review criteria: In the 2017 Kantar social media impact report 

The aim of the original study Efficient selection of high quality key opinion 

leaders to collaborate in the business field 

The author of collecting the data Kantar consultant firm 

The time of collecting the data Quarter 1, 2017 

The measures employed in original 

study 

A weighted index which consists of exposure, 

sentiment, influence and engagement of KOL 

account. 

The methodology used in original 

study 

Selecting from a pool of 3000+ key opinion leaders 

cross-platform social media integration. Using 

quantitative and qualitative method together.  

 

The purpose of this report is to offer the efficient Key opinion leader to collaborate for companies, 

which is similar with the research purpose of this thesis. As in the thesis, the purpose is to apply the 

sentiment analysis of right KOL for company´ marketing and risk monitoring.  

The author of this report is kantar China Insights, which belong to the kantar group. “Kantar is the 

Data Investment Management division of WPP, and one of the world's largest insight, information 

and consultancy groups” (En.wikipedia.org, 2018). It is ranked as the first three consultant firm in 

the world (Ama.org, 2016).  

 

In the chart, we could find the period of time of collecting data is 1st quarter of 2017, although it is 

the most recent report, however, with the breakneck speed of the evolving digital ecosystem, short 

cycle of producing new KOL and fast changing speed of netizens´ preference, there is still high 

possibility of emerging new most welcome KOL until now.   

 

In regarding with the methodology, there is no detailed information of the scope in the report, only 
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mention the pool 3000+. “It focuses on measuring the integrated index of exposure, sentiment, 

influence and engagements. The data of exposure is coming from reads, viewership, publishing 

indicators, number of owned account, shops of the KOL account operated in different social media 

platform”(Kantar, 2017). The entire methodology has considered the impact of multiple social 

media platform, and mix the qualitative and quantitative methods together in to measurement, 

which could be viewed as of high degree of accuracy and reliability. 

 

3.2.1.4 Design of the third part 

The third part of questions belongs to the attitude test. They are inspired by Fan & Gordon research, 

which conclude that sentiment analysis has been used in changing consumers´ interests and tastes, 

ad-campaign effectiveness, how to respond to crises and competitive intelligence. These questions 

will be designed to test the extent of respondent purchase decision, brand awareness, advertisement 

acceptance and adverse attitude impacted by the activities of their preferred social media platform 

and key opinion leader. And this part use five-point Likert-type scale ranging from “strongly 

disagree” to “strongly agree”. Whereas, the purpose of this survey is mainly designed to test the 

preference and trend, the related attitude should be viewed as a complementary factor to understand 

the trend. Therefore, I only set one question based on every dimension.  

 

3.2.1.5 Data reliability and validity: 

In general situation, because the attendants of the web survey are the group who are using the 

Wechat platform, while, the population who are not using the Wechat platform are not included in 

the scope of sampling, and it is hard to reach certain group with serious concerns about Internet 

privacy and data safety. Therefore, Generalising the final results to the entire population would be 

demanding. However, the purpose of research itself is involving the internet, and focus on analysing 
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the group´s preference of using the social media and Key Opinion Leader. Thus, this disadvantage 

is becoming less a problem as a result of the high penetration rate of using Wechat in China. As 

mentioned in prior paragraph, the number of monthly active users of Wechat has reached 936 

million in Q2 2017, and it has been regarded as the biggest social media platform. Compared with 

the whole population of China is 1390 million in 2017 by statista report, the penetration rate has 

reached 67%, which means the sampling Platform-Wechat could represent for the points of view of 

social media users in China.  

 

According to the CAICT 2016 study, the user of Wechat is not only concentrated on the certain 

group, such as teens, it has grown increasing representative of the Chinese population. Therefore, it 

is appropriate to apply the statistic method to analyse the survey results.  

Meanwhile, we should bear in mind, the sample size of this web survey is large, and the scope of 

sampling is not affected by the geographical scope. If there is network, everyone is easy to access it 

any time. This kind of self-administrated survey can increase the participation rate and respond rate 

of the survey, then the representativeness of the survey could be enhanced as of equal opportunity 

for every attendant.  

 

The internal validity relates with the degree of fitness of the theory applied into the study (Brymen 

2012). The questions in the second part are designed on solving the social websites and KOL 

preference among different people, which could really offer the answer to the research question. 

Whereas, the options of the questions follow the 2017 kantar report. As referred in prior paragraph, 

we should take the accuracy and reliability of secondary data into consideration when we assess the 

internal validity. And regarding the third part five-point Likert scale questions, the validity contains 

two parts. The first is content validity, which means the content of the question could effectively 

reflect the theory. The other one is structure validity, it could use exploring factor analysis to 

analyse the results and compare the results between different questions base on the same dimension. 
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However, it would be hard to apply exploring factor analysis to assess in this part as the result of 

only setting one question based on every dimension. 

 

The reliability is focus on analyse whether the data is reliable. And it could be divided into two 

categories: internal reliability and external reliability. For the internal one, it could apply cronbach´s 

alpha to test the likert-point type questions. However, the design of only setting one question based 

on every dimension still hinder the application of cronbach´s test, meanwhile, the whole survey 

emphasis on analysing the trend, which the attitude related question only consists about 25% of the 

whole survey. Thus, it is not necessary to assess the reliability of the attitude part.   

 

3.2.1.6 Test-retest reliability  

“External reliability, by which they mean the degree to which a study can be replicated” (Brymen, 

2012, p.433). For most qualitative research, the external reliability is thought to be low as of the 

qualitative research are always conducted in the specific social environment, which is not easily to 

replicate.  

 

However, these background information and personal preference parts of the survey, which is seen 

as the relative stable are not easily impacted by changing environment in a short time. Thus, the 

questionnaire can use the test-retest liability, which based on the similarity of responses to a 

repeated survey about same questions among the same respondents in a short time. Thus the 

questionnaires have been send out again to the same respondents in a short time. Since the time can 

affect survey response. The second survey would be send out in two weeks. Whereas, it could 

irritate some respondent if require them to complete the same survey. Thus I set a question to ask 

whether the respondents willing to answer the retest questions of market survey in the future. Then I 

filter the respondents who are willing to answer and send them questionnaires again. Until now, 

there are 73 respondents willing to attend the retest. And I collected 65 responses from them.  
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Thus, we compare the 65 re-test papers with the original ones. The re-test paper contains the same 

questions as the original one except the 16th as a result of the 16th is to test whether are willing to 

answer the questionnaires again. I use the SPSS to test the correlations between them, then found: 
Table 2 retest results of demographic characteristics 

coefficient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1、re-test 1.000** 	  	  	  	  	  	  

2、re-test 	  1.000** 	  	  	  	  	  

3、re-test 	  	  1.000** 	  	  	  	  

4、re-test 	  	  	  1.000** 	  	  	  

5、re-test 	  	  	  	  1.000** 	  	  

6、re-test 	  	  	  	  	  0.991** 	  

7、re-test 	  	  	  	  	  	  1.000** 

1. The back ground part gets nearly the same answer in the re-test. 
Table 3 retest results of preference and frequencies 

coefficient 8 9 10 11 

8 re-test 0.998** 	  	  	  

9	re-test 	  1.000** 	  	  

10 re-test 	  	  0.957** 	  

11	re-test 	  	  	  0.984** 

 
Table 4 retest results of attitudes 

coefficient 12 13 14 15 

12	re-test 0.973** 	  	  	  

13	re-test 	  0.979** 	  	  

14	re-test 	  	  0.983** 	  

15	re-test 	  	  	  0.954** 

2. The trend and attitude parts´ re-test reliability is very high. 

After review both survey, we could reach the conclusion, that is the re-test reliability is high in this 

web survey. 
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3.2.2 Presentation of the case study: 

As mentioned in introduction, the most notable feature of Chinese is the lack of inter-word spacing, 

which lead to demanding to segment the word. Segmenting the word has become a necessary path 

to effectively apply the sentiment analysis in the Chinese market. As referred in the literature review, 

there are two main methods to solve this problem, one is THULAC, another is JIEBA. In the thesis, 

the case study research is chosen to apply these two methods to segment the Chinese word. A case 

study is a research strategy and investigates a phenomenon within its real-life context (Zaina, 2007). 

For this thesis, which is aiming to find method for the foreign companies in or will be in the 

Chinese market. Thus it is reasonable to employ case study in the thesis. 

 

Meanwhile, case study is known as a triangulated research strategy, which could mix different 

method and data together (Tellis, 1997). Case studies may involve both qualitative and quantitative 

research methods. The quantitative research method is used in the case study in the following 

chapters which is aiming for exploring the generality in this phenomenon. 

 

Whereas there is main criticism for the case study, that is hard to implement scientific 

generalization. By contrast, Yin (2010) advocated the analytic generalization could be reach through 

carefully case design. He has pointed out the difference between the analytic generalization and 

scientific generalization, for the analytic generalization, which could offer theory after analysing the 

different phenomenon (Yin, 2010). Concerning with the research question, the objective and scope 

of sentiment analysis is about the language which is related with the company’s marketing and risk 

controlling area. Considering the specific characteristic of this kind language, the analytic 

generalization serves the research objective better than the scientific one.  
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3.2.2.1 Case selection: 

According to the (Gerring and Cojocaru, n.d.), they have researched 100 most-cited publications, 

and find there are fives types of case selection: representative, anomalous, most-different, crucial 

and most-similar. For this thesis, Aldi is chosen as the case. The one factor of choosing Aldi is that 

it operates business in Chinese market through the e-commercial platform, which is the most 

significant trend for numerous foreign retail companies expanding in the Chinese market in these 

recent years, such as Tesco using Tmall, Carrefour integrating with tencent, Walmart cooperating 

with JD(the second biggest E-commerce platform in China), RT-Mart cooperating with TaoBao. 

The Aldi stepped in to the Chinese market last year, and open the online flag shop in Tmall, which 

could represent for this trend.  

 

Meanwhile, the characteristic of language used in the e-commerce platform has been take in to 

consideration. As referred in prior paragraph, the objective and scope of sentiment analysis is 

related with the company’s marketing and risk controlling area, then the commonly used business 

language could more approach to our research purpose. While this language is more widely used in 

the e-commerce platform than in other ones, the random sampling of reviews in this platform could 

be more meaningful to solve the research question. 

 

3.2.2.2 Related data collection: 

It aims to collect the all reviews in the Aldi online shop pages. Until now, Aldi has 400 kinds of 

products in its online flag shop and more than one million reviews in its web pages. It is 

unreasonable to copy its reviews by hand. Thus coding technique has been applied in this area. 

Firstly, we need to define the structure of its shop page. Its structure is as tree structure. 

 

And it has 400 hyperlinks could direct to the product page after reviewing its source code. And in 
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this second level page, there is reviews and hyperlinks to direct to the next review page. Then, the 

traversal of tree has been applied to search the relevant data. This study use python to code 

programme to crawl data. It sends request by python program, and get html string respond from the 

server, then analyse html string, to find the reviews and links to other relevant page. 

    

The number of review collected by python is 52500. Although the program tries to collect the all 

reviews of all products. Whereas, as a result of the limitation of the website, the programme only 

can collect no more than 100 review pages of every product. That is, the programme can collect 

20000 reviews for every product at most as a result of every review pages contains 20 reviews.  

 

Then I will use THULAC and JIEBA segmentor to segment the word. According to Emerson 

(2005), he has concluded the results of the International Chinese Word Segmentation Bakeoff, 

which based on the language material offered by Academia Sinica, City University of Hong Kong, 

and Peking University Microsoft Research. The THULAC performs best in the accuracy, however, 

JIEBA performs best in the speed. I choose both of them as the tools to employ in this research, 

although the THULAC seems perform better than JIEBA in test, the dictionary of JIEBA seems 

more approach to the common language used in internet.  
 

According to the Thulac project introduction (Thulac, n.d.), THULAC is a toolkit made by Natural 

Language Processing and Computational Social Science Lab, Tsinghua University. Its dictionary is 

trained by People's daily. According to Jieba project introduction (Jieba, n.d.), JIEBA dictionary is 

trained by People's daily and Microsoft Research segmented corpus, meanwhile the developer of 

Jieba select the popular net literatures as a supplementary for the Peoples daily.  

 

As we can see the customer reviews in the TaoBao, which should mix the new language used in 

internet, it should be different with the present dictionary used by Jieba or THULAC, and also the 

language material used in the International Chinese Word Segmentation Bakeoff. Therefore, it 

would be necessary to assess the accuracy of both tools when segmenting the reviews in 

E-commercial platform.  
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In order to check the accuracy of the results segmented by THULAC and JIENBA segmentor, this 

study compare the results segmented by tools with the results segmented by hand. Whereas, it is 

impossible and impractical to check the entire 52500 reviews. Thus, the sampling method has been 

applied in this thesis.  

 

Before sampling, in order to keep every review in the whole population is effective to reflect the 

accuracy of the segmenting tools, we should clear the data and delete the unqualified one at first. 

There are two rules to clear the data. Firstly, we need to delete the ones which is no need to segment 

from the whole population, such as the reviews with only one or two word. Secondly, the ones are 

impossible to segment should be excluded from the whole population. Such as the reviews only 

with pictures or emoji should be deleted. After clearing data, all objects of the whole population are 

effective data to test accuracy.  

 

3.2.2.3 Simple random sampling method: 

The thesis chose simple random sampling method to this population. The definition of a “simple 

random sampling is a subset of individuals (a sample) chosen from a larger set (a population). Each 

individual is chosen randomly and entirely by chance, such that each individual has the same 

probability of being chosen at any stage during the sampling process” (En.wikipedia.org, 2018). 

This sample method is that it allows researchers to use statistical methods to analyse sample results. 

For this thesis, I use statistical methods to define a confidence interval around a sample.  

 

Regarding with the sample size, which is required differently based on different research. If the 

sample size is too small, it could not represent the whole population. Whereas, a large sample size 

may lead to time and money cost. In normal situation, the sample size is decided by the margin of 

error, confidence level, population size and standard of deviation. 
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The margin of error determines how reliable the results are and affect the generalization. In this 

thesis, the setting of the margin of error is 10%.  

 

“The confidence level represents how confident you are that the results will capture the true 

population parameter, depending on the luck of the draw with your random sample” (Rumsey, 

2013). He pointed out in his book, the most common used confidence level is 95%. Then the 95% 

confidence level is applied in this thesis too.  

According to the prior paragraph, the population size is 52500.  

For the stand of deviation, as I haven’t actually administered our reviews yet, the safe decision is to 

use 0.5, which is the most accepted in researches. 

                   

                   Sample size= "#×%('(%)
e2  

z=z-score  e=margin of error  p=standard of deviation 

 

According to this, we can get the appropriate sample size of this population is 96. Then I list the all 

reviews in the excel, and number them. 

 

For ensuring to randomly sample the objects, the random number generator tool has been applied in 

this part. After listing the minimum value, maximum value and numbers of sampling objects, it will 

create a table of random numbers. 

 

The following part will analyse the results based in these chosen numbers in the figures 2. 
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Figure 2 Sample results representation 

3.2.2.4 Data reliability and validity: 

If the sample is based on a random basis, the samples will approximately reflect the characteristics 

of the whole population, although there is a possibility that some specific statistics may different 

with the population parameter. Sampling error is this kind of statistics.	The sampling error would 

become less when there is more sample. Regarding with the sample size in my thesis, which is 100 

samples, could be viewed as the large sample size, compared with the requirement of at least 

getting 30 samples. However, increasing sample size does not affect bias. 

	

This kind of bias may relate with the selection of population. For the thesis, I choose the Aldi´s 

review in Tmall platform as the entire population. Although the purpose of this research is to find 

the right way to segment the Chinese text, the result can not be generalized to all Chinese text in 

social media directly. We still need to take analytical procedures to compare the different 

environment. And it would be discussed in the data analysis part.   

 

3.3 Quantitative analysis strategy 

There are two parts for quantitative analysis. The first one is analyzing the results of web survey 
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that collected from 112 respondents, and the other one is the analyze the samples extracted from the 

reviews in case.  

 

The first one part chooses using SPSS to analyze data. Before inputing data into SPSS, the research 

has made necessary data preparation. Firstly, recoding the all questions and answers in the first and 

second part. For the third part, all the attitudes on 5-likertd scale were recoded in 1 to 5 scale with 3 

as a neutral one. Then the research tried to analyze data from three dimensions, which are: 

respondents´ analysis, relationship analysis and multi-factor relationship analysis. The respondents´ 

analysis focus on analyzing the frequency of different back ground factor through the descriptive 

statistics method.  

 

The relationship analysis explores the relationships among demographic factors, preference of users 

and attitudes towards marketing and branding in social media environment. The relationship is 

referred to as the statistical relationship, which doesn´t mean a deterministic relationship, it can not 

explain the reason. It is instead a relationship in which “trends” exist between the determinant and 

indeterminate factors. This analysis adopts the chi-square test, as the first and second parts of the 

questionnaires belong to categorical data, which means it is hard to scale them and there is no order 

among the different options. Whereas, the Chi square is only used for testing the relationships 

between two variables. In order to find out which factor has relationships with the option of Social 

media platform and KOL, the researcher test the gender, marriage status, age level, education 

background, occupation, income level, location with them respectively. The researcher use SPSS to 

calculate the results after making necessary adjustment to data.   

 

The multi-factor relationship analysis is used to explore the relationship when there is more than 

one independent variable, as the chi-square test is not sufficient to predict the option or attitude 

when there is more than one factor that can affect them. The researcher chooses using logistic 

regression model to solve this problem. The logistic regression model could take several 
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independent variables into consideration and assess their effect to every category of the dependent 

variable. And regarding the categories of dependent variable, which is always more than 2 kinds in 

this research, then the binary logistic regression analysis could not be appropriate in this research as 

a result of dealing with only two kinds of categories. However, the multinomial logistic regression 

is used to when there are more than two independent variables. Meanwhile the logistic regression 

does not require all variables should follow the normal distribution. These reasons evidences that 

the multinomial logit model is more appropriate in this research.  

 

After analysis the results from building models through SPSS, the researcher has observed marriage 

status has significant negative correlation with with the sixth option of KOL. in order to further 

analysis how does each category of marriage status impact the options of KOL. The researcher 

re-process data and add dummy independent variable in marriage status category since marriage 

status have two categories in the questionnaire. Then “marriage 1.0” stands for groups in marriage. 

“Marriage 2.0” stands for groups not in marriage. 

 

For the case study part analysis, the researcher employed the Jieba and Thulac to segment the word. 

After collecting the segmented results by both tools, then it adds space after every Chinese word in 

the dataset, and I transferred them in to excel form to compare them with the results segmented by 

human. After calculating correction rate of these one hundred review, the researcher uses the central 

limit theorem to suppose the whole results follow the normal distribution. And according to central 

limit theorem, the standard deviation, mean value of sample approximately equal to the value of 

population, thereby the confidence interval of accuracy rate could be established at the confidence 

level is 0.95. And at last, the research compared the confidence interval of both tools to arrive in the 

conclusion which tool is more accurate and stable. 
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4.0 Results presentation  

This chapter includes two parts, one part is showing the results of web survey, another part is 

showing the results of case study. 

4.1 Web survey results 

In the web survey part, the research shows the results of respondents’ frequency, the relationship 

results between two different factors and the multi factor relationship results based on several 

factors.  
  

4.1.1 Respondents´ frequency results 

From the paper collected, we can find 58.9% respondents are female. In terms of the age level 

distribution, 100% respondents´ age are above eighteen. And the main group use is 30-39 aged 

group. For the occupation, 38.39% respondents work in companies.  

 

As we can see from the appendices A. For the education back ground, this research shows 23.2% 

respondents havn´t get further education, 50% respondents have finished the university education, 

and 26.8% respondents with graduates’ degree or above. The major group is with bachelor degree. 

For the income level, 33.04% respondents´ income level is around 60000-120000 RMB or above 

240000 RMB annually. And the median value for income level is 12000-24000RMB. For the 

location, 37.5% of them live in the south of China, and 29.5% lives in Beijing.  

 

As we can see from the appendices B. For the trends part, it includes four questions, focus on 

analysis the preference and patterns of social media platform users and KOL followers. According 

to the survey, 37.5% respondents most often use instant messenger tools like Wechat during daily 
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life. 25.89% respondents use microblog like Weibo as their first choice. The third most welcome 

social media platform should be the life service apps with reviews, which is 11.6% respondents´ 

favorite. In terms of using frequency, 93.75% respondents use social media platform every day. 

Regarding the key opinion leader, 36.6% respondents pay most attention to “Papi Jiang”, then 30.36% 

respondents think “Tales in england” attract their most attention. 26.8% respondents think 

WuYan@focus thinking has seized their most attention compared with other ones. And 53.57% 

check the news with the KOL everyday. 

 

As we can see from the appendices C. For the attitude part, we check these to see whether the social 

media platform and Key Opinion leader can affect certain group effectively. 55.36% respondents 

agree that the information in social media platform or news related with KOL may enable them pay 

attention to some brand. And 31.25% respondents disagree that. 67.86% respondents can accept the 

advertisements in social media platform or from KOL. 56.25% respondents think their purchase 

decision could be affected by the information in social media platform or feedback form KOL. 

25.89% think it doesn't work. 65.18% respondents think the negative information in social media 

platform or from KOL can not enable them hate certain brand. While, 22.32% think it works. 

 

4.1.2 The relationship results between demographic factors and preference 

of platform 

the part show the relationship results between demographic factors and preference of social 
media platform. 
 

4.1.2.1 The relationship between the gender and option of social media platform 

The option of social media platform has significant statistical relationship with gender as a result of 

P value is lower than 0.01, which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% 
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confidence level. Men pay significant more attention to the news media with social function than 

women, with 30.43% men choosing this as their favourite, however, there is no women choosing 

this as the most visited one. Comparatively, 19.7% more women visited life service apps with social 

functions and 5.36% women prefer e-commercial platform, compared with there is no men 

choosing these. These answer could reflect that the gender difference has strong impacts in the 

option of social media platform.  
Table 5 Gender and preference of social media platform 

Questions  
Op
tio
ns 

1、(Gender) 
Subtotals X²  p  

Male Female 

8、( which kind of 
socia media you most 

visited) 

1 15(32.61) 27(40.91) 42(37.50) 

36.041 
0.000

** 

2 15(32.61) 14(21.21) 29(25.89) 
3 1(2.17) 3(4.55) 4(3.57) 
4 1(2.17) 3(4.55) 4(3.57) 
5 0(0.00) 13(19.70) 13(11.61) 
6 14(30.43) 0(0.00) 14(12.50) 
7 0(0.00) 6(9.09) 6(5.36) 

subtotal 46 66 112 
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.2.2 The relationship between the marriage status and option of social media 

platform 

1. The option of social media platform has significant statistical relationship with marriage status 

as a result of P value is lower than 0.01, which means we could think the relationship is existing 

at 99% confidence level. Not married people shows an interest in dating social network and 

BBS. We can see the married people are more tend to use instant messenger tool and micro 

blogger.  
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Table 6 Marriage status and preference of social media platform 

Questions 
Opt
ion
s 

2、(Marriage status) Subtotals X²  p  

In Marriage 
Not in 

marriage 

8、( which kind of 
social media you 

most visited) 

1 38(39.18) 4(26.67) 42(37.50) 

18.88
4 

0.004
** 

2 27(27.84) 2(13.33) 29(25.89) 
3 0(0.00) 4(26.17) 4(3.57) 
4 1(1.03) 3(20.00) 4(3.57) 
5 10(10.31) 0(0.00) 13(11.61) 
6 13(13.40) 0(0.00) 14(12.50) 
7 8(8.24) 2(13.33) 6(5.36) 

Subtotals 97 15 112 
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.2.3 The relationship between the age level and option of social media platform 

The option of social media platform has significant statistical relationship with age level as a result 

of P value is lower than 0.01, which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% 

confidence level. The 20-29 aged group choose BBS at 100% chance. Whereas, we should notice 

there is only 1 respondent at this age level. So this one should not be treated as a meaningful 

conclusion. Comparatively, the 30-39 aged group which consists of 42 people tend to choose 

microblog at 69.05% chance, which significant higher than the average chance 25.89%. The 40-49 

aged group (38 people) tend to choose instant messenger tool at 71.05% chance, compared with the 

average chance 37.5%. the above 50 years old group are willing to choose life service apps with 

reviews at 25.81% chance, compared with average chance 11.61%.  
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Table 7 Age level and preference of social media platform 

Question
s 

Op
tio
ns 

3、(Age level) 
Subtotals 

X²
 

p  
2 3 4 5 

8、which 
kind of 
socia 
media 

you most 
visited 

1 0(0.00) 5(11.90) 27(71.05) 10(32.26) 42(37.50) 

12
2.
05
3 

0. 
** 

2 0(0.00) 29(69.05) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 29(25.89) 
3 0(0.00) 1(2.38) 2(5.26) 1(3.23) 4(3.57) 
4 1 1(2.38) 0(0.00) 2(6.45) 4(3.57) 
5 0(0.00) 5(11.90) 0(0.00) 8(25.81) 13(11.61) 
6 0(0.00) 1(2.38) 8(21.05) 5(16.13) 14(12.50) 
7 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(2.63) 5(16.13) 6(5.36) 

Subtotals 1 42 38 31 112 
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

Then we can arrive the conclusion, that there is strong evidence that gender, and age level have 

relationship with preference of social media platform, the marriage status is not significant as the 

prior two factors, but there is still strong evidence to prove the relationship is existing. 

 

4.1.3 the relationship between the demographic factors and option of key 

opinion leader  

4.1.3.1 The relationship between the marriage status and option of key opinion 

leader 

The option of KOL has significant statistical relationship with marriage status as a result of P value 

is lower than 0.01, which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. 

The not-in-marriage people show a different interest in tales in England. We could see the married 

people tend to choose Papa Jiang and WuYan@focus thinking at 36.08%, and 29.9% chance 

respectively. 
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Table 8 Marriage status and preference of Key opinion leader 

Question 
Opti
ons 

Marriage 
status 

Subtotal 
X²

 
p  

In marriage 
Not in 

marriage 
Numbers 

10、(Which KOL you 
pay most attention 

to?) 

1 35(36.08) 6(40.00) 41(36.61) 

16.
867 

0.002*
* 

3 29(29.90) 1(6.67) 30(26.79) 
4 2(2.06) 1(6.67) 3(2.68) 
5 1(1.03) 3(20.00) 4(3.57) 
6 30(30.93) 4(26.67) 34(30.36) 

Subtotal 97 15 112 
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.3.2 The relationship between the age level and option of key opinion leader 

The option of KOL has significant statistical relationship with age level as a result of P value is 

lower than 0.01, which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. 

The 30-39 aged group which consists of 42 people tend to choose Papi Jiang at 69.05% chance, 

which significant higher than the average chance 36.61%. The 40-49 aged group (38 people) tend to 

choose WuYan@focus thinking at 52.63% chance, compared with the average chance 26.79%. the 

above 50 years old group are willing to choose Tales in england at 77.42% chance, compared with 

average chance 30.36%.  
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Table 9 Age level and preference of Key opinion leader 

question 
Opt
ions 

3、(Age level) 
Subtotal 

X²
 

p  
2 3 4 5 

10、(Which KOL 
you pay most 
attention to?) 

1 0(0.00) 29(69.05) 
9(23.6

8) 
3(9.68) 41(36.61) 

121
.15 

0.000
** 

3 0(0.00) 10(23.81) 
20(52.

63) 
0(0.00) 30(26.79) 

4 1(100.00) 2(4.76) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 3(2.68) 
5 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 4(12.9) 4(3.57) 

6 0(0.00) 1(2.38) 9(23.6) 
24(77.4

2) 
34(30.36) 

subtotal 1 42 38 31 112 
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.3.3 The relationship between the education background and option of key 

opinion leader 

The option of KOL has significant statistical relationship with education background as a result of P 

value is lower than 0.01, which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence 

level. Those with bachelor degrees pay more attention to Papi Jiang at a chance of 44.64%, 

compared with average chance of 36.61%. those with graduates or above degrees pay more 

attention to WuYan@focus thinking at a chance of 36.67%, compared with the average chance of 

26.79%.  
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Table 10 Education background and preference of Key opinion leader 

Question 
Opti
ons 

4、(Education background) 
Subtotal 

X
²

 
p  

1 2 3 4 

10、(Which 
KOL you 
pay most 

attention to?) 

1 3(23.08) 2(15.38) 25(44.64) 11(36.67) 41(36.61) 2
5
.
4
9
7 

0.013
* 

3 0(0.00) 5(38.46) 14(25.0) 11(36.67) 30(26.79) 
4 0(0.00) 0(0) 3(5.36) 0(0.00) 3(2.68) 
5 0(0.00) 1(7.69) 1(1.79) 2(6.67) 4(3.57) 
6 10(76.92) 5(38.46) 13(23.21) 6(20.00) 34(30.36) 

Subtotal 13 13 56 30 112 
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

Then we can arrive the conclusion, that there is strong evidence that marriage status, education 

background and age level have relationship with preference of key opinion leader. 

 

4.1.4 the relationship between the demographic factors and attitudes 

4.1.4.1 the relationship between the age level and attitudes towards brand 

awareness in the social media environment 

When related with the attitude part, it includes four questions. The first question is “I will pay 

attention to some brand as a result of the information in social media platform or related with KOL”, 

which aimed for testing the brand awareness in the social media platform. These factors may impact 

individual attitudes: 

 

The attitude has statistical relationship with age level as a result of P value is lower than 0.01, which 

means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. As referred in prior 

paragraph, the 20-29 aged group will not be taken in to consideration. The 30-39 aged group which 

consists of 42 samples tend to agree this at 64.29% chance, compared with the average chance of 
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55.36%. The 40-49 aged group (38 samples) tend to disagree at 42.11% chance, compared with the 

average chance 31.25%.  

Table 11 Age level and attitude towards branding in social media environment 

Title 

Ca
teg
or
y 

3、(Age level) 

Total 
X²

 
p  

2 3 4 5 

12、I will pay 

attention to some 

brand as a result of 

the information in 

social media platform 
or related with KOL ) 

1 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 4(10.53) 1(3.23) 
5(4.46

) 

24.7 
0.003

** 

2 1(100.00) 27(64.29) 17(44.74) 17(54.84) 
62(55.

36) 

3 0(0.00) 1(2.38) 1(2.63) 8(25.81) 
10(8.9

3) 

4 0(0.00) 14(33.33) 16(42.11) 5(16.13) 
35(31.

25) 

Total 1 42 38 31 112 

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.4.2 The relationship between the education background and attitude towards 

brand awareness in social media environment 

The attitude has statistical relationship with education background as a result of P value is lower 

than 0.01, which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. Those 

with bachelor degree tend to agree this at the chance of 73.21%, compared with the average chance 

of 55.36%. Those with graduates or above degree tend to disagree this at the chance of 70%, 

significantly higher than the average chance of 31.25%. 
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Table 12 Education background and attitude towards branding in social media environment 

Title o 
4、(Education background) 

Total 
X²

 
p

 1 2 3 4 
12、I will pay attention to 

some brand as a result of 

the information in social 

media platform or related 

with KOL ) 

1 2(15.38) 0(0.00) 3(5.36) 0(0.) 5(4.46) 

47.7

54 

0.

0*

* 

2 10(76.92) 5(38.46) 41(73.21) 6(20) 62(55.36) 

3 1(7.69) 4(30.77) 2(3.57) 3(10) 10(8.93) 

4 0(0.00) 4(30.77) 10(17.86) 21(70) 35(31.25) 

Total 13 13 56 30 112   

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

4.1.4.3 The relationship between the income level and attitude towards brand 

awareness in social media environment 

The attitude has statistical relationship with income level as a result of P value is lower than 0.01, 

which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. The group with 

annual income below 60000 RMB only consists of 7 people, which should not be taken in to 

consideration as a result of small sample. Those with 60000-12000 RMB annual income tend to 

agree this at a chance of 70.27%, compared with the average chance of 55.36%. Those with above 

24000 RMB annual income tend to disagree this at a chance of 54.05%, compared with the average 

chance of 31.25%. 

Table 13 Income level and attitude towards branding in social media environment 

Title 
Cat
ego
ry 

6、(Income level) 
Total X²  p  

1 2 3 4 

12、I will pay attention 

to some brand as a 

result of the 

information in social 

media platform or 

related with KOL ) 

1 1(14.29) 4(10.81) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 5(4.46) 

25.52

2 

0.002*

* 

2 5(71.43) 26(70.27) 17(54.84) 14(37.84) 62(55.36) 

3 1(14.29) 3(8.11) 3(9.68) 3(8.11) 10(8.93) 

4 0(0.00) 4(10.81) 11(35.48) 20(54.05) 35(31.25) 

Total 7 37 31 37 112 

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 
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4.1.4.4 The relationship between the age level and attitude towards advertisement 

in social media environment 

The second question is “I can accept the advertisement in social media platform or from KOL”, 

which aimed for testing the advertisement acceptance in the social media platform. These factors 

may impact individual attitudes: 

1. The attitude has statistical relationship with age level as a result of P value is lower than 0.01, 

which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. As referred in 

prior paragraph, the 20-29 aged group will not be taken in to consideration. The 30-39 aged 

group which consists of 42 samples tend to strongly agree this at 90.48% chance, compared 

with the average chance of 67.86%. The 40-49 aged group (38 samples) tend to disagree at 

21.05% chance, compared with the average chance 31.25%. The above 50 aged group (31 

samples) tend to agree this at 48.39% chance, compared with the average chance of 18.75%. 

Table 14 age level and attitude towards advertisement in social media environment 

Title 
Cat
ego
ry 

3、(Age level) 
Total 

X
²

 

p
 2 3 4 5 

13、(I can accept the 

advertisement in social 

media platform or from 

KOL) 

2 1(100.00) 38(90.48) 25(65.79) 12(38.71) 76(67.86) 

38

.2

63 

0.

00

0*

* 

3 0(0.00) 1(2.38) 5(13.16) 15(48.39) 21(18.75) 

4 0(0.00) 3(7.14) 8(21.05) 2(6.45) 13(11.61) 

5 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 2(6.45) 2(1.79) 

Total 1 42 38 31 112 

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 
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4.1.4.5 The relationship between the education background and attitude towards 

advertisement in social media environment 

The attitude has statistical relationship with education background as a result of P value is lower 

than 0.01, which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. As 

referred in prior paragraph, the first and second group will not be taken into consideration. Those 

with bachelor degree tend to disagree this at the chance of 30.77%, compared with the average 

chance of 11.61%. Those with graduates or above degree tend to agree this at the chance of 83.33%. 

Table 15 Education background and attitude towards advertisement in social media environment 

Title 
Cat
ego
ry 

4、(Education background) 
Total X²  p  

1 2 3 4 

13、(I can accept the 

advertisement in social 

media platform or from 

KOL) 

2 8(61.54) 6(46.15) 37(66.07) 25(83.33) 76(67.86) 

28.569 
0.001*

* 

3 3(23.08) 3(23.08) 14(25.00) 1(3.33) 21(18.75) 

4 0(0.00) 4(30.77) 5(8.93) 4(13.33) 13(11.61) 

5 2(15.38) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 2(1.79) 

Total 13 13 56 30 112 

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.4.6 The relationship between the occupation and attitude towards 

advertisement in social media environment 

The attitude has statistical relationship with occupation as a result of P value is lower than 0.01, 

which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. Because all 

groups except for the fifth group consists of few people, that means less than the lower limit 30, 

then we will not take them in to consideration. For the fifth group (43 people), who are employees 

work in company, tend to agree this at 62.79% chance, compared with the average chance of 

67.86%. 
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Table 16 Occupation and attitude towards advertisement in social media environment-1 

Title 
Cat
ego
ry 

5、(Occupation) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

13、(I can accept 

the advertisement 

in social media 
platform or from 

KOL) 

2 18(81.82) 3(75.00) 2(50.00) 4(80.00) 27(62.79) 3(75.00) 3(60.00) 

3 2(9.09) 1(25.00) 1(25.00) 1(20.00) 9(20.93) 0(0.00) 2(40.00) 

4 2(9.09) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 7(16.28) 1(25.00) 0(0.00) 

5 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(25.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 

Total 22 4 4 5 43 4 5 

 
Table 17 Occupation and attitude towards advertisement in social media environment-2 

Title 
Cate
gory 

                            
(Occupation) Total 

X²
 

p  
8 10 11 12 13 

I can accept the 

advertisement in 

social media 

platform or 
from KOL 

2 11(61.11) 1(50.00) 0(0.00) 2(100.00) 2(100.) 76(67.86) 

82.8

83 

0.0

00*

* 

3 5(27.78) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 21(18.75) 

4 2(11.11) 1(50.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 13(11.61) 

5 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 2(1.79) 

Total 18 2 1 2 2 112 

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.4.7 The relationship between the gender and attitude towards purchase 

decision in social media environment 

The third question is “my purchase decision would be affected by the reviews in social media 
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platform or feedback from KOL”, which aimed for testing the impact of social media and KOL to 

the purchase decision. These factors have statistical effect with this attitude: 

1. The attitude has statistical relationship with gender as a result of P value is lower than 0.05, 

which means we could think the relationship is existing at 95% confidence level. Men tend to 

disagree this at the 39.13% chance, compared with the average chance of 25.89%. Women tend 

to agree this at 60.61% chance, compared with the average chance of 56.25%.  

Table 18 gender and attitude towards purchase decision in social media environment  

Title 
Categor

y 
1、(Gender) 

Total X²  p  
1 2 

14、(my purchase decision would be affected 

by the reviews in social media platform or 

feedback from KOL) 

1 1(2.17) 1(1.52) 2(1.79) 

8.533 
0.036

* 

2 23(50.00) 40(60.61) 63(56.25) 

3 4(8.70) 14(21.21) 18(16.07) 

4 18(39.13) 11(16.67) 29(25.89) 

Total 46 66 112 

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.4.8 The relationship between the age level and attitude towards purchase 

decision in social media environment 

The attitude has statistical relationship with age level as a result of P value is lower than 0.01, which 

means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. As referred in prior 

paragraph, the 20-29 aged group will not be taken in to consideration. The 30-39 aged group which 

consists of 42 samples tend to agree this at 76.19% chance. The 40-49 aged group (38 samples) tend 

to disagree at 42.11% chance. The above 50 aged group (31 samples) are uncertain about this at 

32.36% chance. 

Table 19 age level and attitude towards purchase decision in social media environment 

Title 
Cate

gory 

3、(Age level) 
Total X²  p  

2 3 4 5 
14、(my purchase 1 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 1(2.63) 1(3.23) 2(1.79) 24.641 0.003
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decision would be 

affected by the reviews 

in social media platform 

or feedback from KOL) 

2 0(0.00) 32(76.19) 17(44.74) 14(45.16) 63(56.25) ** 

3 1(100.0) 3(7.14) 4(10.53) 10(32.26) 18(16.07) 

4 0(0.00) 7(16.67) 16(42.11) 6(19.35) 29(25.89) 

Total 1 42 38 31 112 

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.4.9 The relationship between the education background and attitude towards 

purchase decision in social media environment 

The attitude has statistical relationship with education background as a result of P value is lower 

than 0.01, which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. As 

referred in prior paragraph, the first and second group will not be taken into consideration. Those 

with bachelor degree tend to agree this at the chance of 58.93%. Those with graduates or above 

degree tend to disagree this at the chance of 40%. 

Table 20 education background and attitude towards purchase decision in social media environment 

Title 
Cat
ego 

4、(Education background) 
Total 

X²
 

p  
1 2 3 4 

14、(my purchase 

decision would be 

affected by the reviews 

in social media platform 

or feedback from KOL) 

1 2(15.38) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 0(0.00) 2(1.79) 

29.
48
5 

0.001
** 

2 8(61.54) 5(38.46) 33(58.93) 17(56.67) 63(56.25) 

3 1(7.69) 2(15.38) 14(25.00) 1(3.33) 18(16.07) 

4 2(15.38) 6(46.15) 9(16.07) 12(40.00) 29(25.89) 

Total 13 13 56 30 112 

 

4.1.4.10 The relationship between the education background and attitude towards 

negative information about brand in social media environment 

The fourth question is “I will hate certain brand as a result of the negative information in social 
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media platform or feedback from KOL”, which aimed for testing whether the social media or KOl 

may bring public relation crisis to company. after Chi square test, these factors should be taken in to 

considerations: 

The attitude has statistical relationship with education background as a result of P value is lower 

than 0.05, which means we could think the relationship is existing at 95% confidence level. As 

referred in prior paragraph, the first and second group will not be taken into consideration. Those 

with bachelor degree tend to agree this at the chance of 25%,. while for those with higher education 

level, only 3.33% agree this. Those ones more tend to disagree this at the chance of 80%. 

Table 21 education background and attitude towards negative information about brand in social media environment 

Title 
Cate
gory 

4、(Education background) 
Total 

X²
 

p  
1 2 3 4 

15、(I will hate certain 

brand as a result of the 

negative information in 

social media platform or 

feedback from KOL) 

2 7(53.85) 3(23.08) 14(25.00) 1(3.33) 25(22.32) 

14.7

66 

0.022

* 

3 0(0.00) 2(15.38) 7(12.50) 5(16.67) 14(12.50) 

4 6(46.15) 8(61.54) 35(62.50) 24(80.00) 73(65.18) 

Total 13 13 56 30 112 

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

 

4.1.4.11 The relationship between the income level and attitude towards negative 

information about brand in social media environment 

The attitude has statistical relationship with income level as a result of P value is lower than 0.01, 

which means we could think the relationship is existing at 99% confidence level. The group with 

annual income below 60000 RMB only consists of 7 people, which should not be taken in to 

consideration as a result of small sample. Those with 60000-12000 RMB annual income tend to 

agree this at a chance of 35.14%, compared with the average chance of 22.32%. while for those 

with above 24000 RMB annual income tend to disagree this at a chance of 83.78%, compared with 

the average chance of 65.18%. 
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Table 22 income level and attitude towards negative information about brand in social media environment 

Title 
Categor

y 
6、(Income level) 

Total 
X²

 
p  

1 2 3 4 
15、(I will hate certain 

brand as a result of the 

negative information in 

social media platform 

or feedback from KOL) 

2 3(42.86) 13(35.14) 7(22.58) 2(5.41) 25(22.32) 

15.3

3 

0.0

18* 

3 0(0.00) 7(18.92) 3(9.68) 4(10.81) 14(12.50) 

4 4(57.14) 17(45.95) 21(67.74) 31(83.78) 73(65.18) 

Total 7 37 31 37 112 

* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 

4.1.5 The multiple-factor relationship results 

In this study, I use Multinomial Logit model to test how the multiple factors affects the option of 

social media platform and KOL. 

4.1.5.1 the relationship among gender, marriage status, age level and preference 

of social media platform 

According to prior results, the gender, marriage status, age level has relationship with the 

preference of social media platform, mainly effect its second, fifth and sixth option. Then the 

multinomial logit model of the second option can obtain these results: 
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Table 23 multinomial logit model of Option 2 

McFadden R square：0.382 

option:2 B 
std. 
Erro

r 

Z 
valu

e 

P 
valu

e 
OR 

95%Confidence 
interval(Lower 

bound) 

95%Confidence 
Interval(Upper 

bound) 

Gender -0.226 
0.72

1 

-0.31

4 
0.754 0.797 0.194 3.276 

Marriage 

status 
-1.423 

1.26

3 

-1.12

7 
0.26 0.241 0.02 2.863 

Age level -4.43 
1.08

4 

-4.08

8 
0 0.012 0.001 0.1 

Intercept 16.356 
4.05

5 
4.033 0 

1268272

9 
4482.182 35886900844 

 

the McFadden R square is 0.382, which means the gender, marriage status and age level could be in 

charge of 38.2% change in the option of the social media platform.  

I choose the first option as the base to compare other with. Since the third and fourth option are 

with limited sample, then we only conclude the results of the second, fifth and sixth option. And we 

can get this equation for the second option: 

ln
2.0
1.0 = 16.356 − 0.226 ∗ 1. gender − 1.423 ∗ 2. marriage	status − 4.43

∗ 3. age	level  
 
the gender´s P value (0.754) is higher than 0.05, that means, gender will not impact the option 

second. And marriage status will not, either. Regarding the age level, the regression coefficient is 

-4.43, and P value (0.012) is lower than 0.01, that means the age level has significant negative 

correlation with the second option of social media platform. And the odds ratio is 0.012, that means, 

when age level increase by one unit, the second option would decrease by 0.012 time. 
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Regarding the fifth option: 
Table 24 multinomial logit model of Option 5 

McFadden R square：0.382 

option:5 B std. Error Z value 
P 

value 
OR 

OR with 

95%Confidenci

nterval(Lower 

bound) 

OR with 95%Confidence 

Interval(Upper bound) 

Gender 23.888 56281.187 0 1 2.368 0 Infinity 
Marriage status 0.838 0.878 0.954 0.34 2.312 0.414 12.919 

Age level -0.212 0.448 -0.474 0.635 0.809 0.336 1.947 

Intercept -48.582 112562.375 0 1 0 0 Infinity 

 

 And we can get this equation for the fifth option: 

ln
5.0
1.0 = −48.582 + 23.888 ∗ 1. gender + 0.838 ∗ 2. marriage	status − 0.212

∗ 3. age	level  
 

the p value of gender, marriage status and age level are higher than 0.05, that means, those three 

factors will not impact the option 5.  

 

Regarding the sixth option: 
Table 25 multinomial logit model of Option 6 

McFadden R square：0.382 

option:6 B 
std. 

Error 
Z value 

P 
value 

OR 
OR with 95%Confidence 

interval(Lower bound) 

OR with 95%Confidence 

Interval(Upper bound) 

Gender -26.217 45111 -0.001 1 0 0 Infinity 
Marriage status 0.432 2.471 0.175 0.861 1.54 0.012 195.55 

Age level 2.182 1.057 2.063 0.039 8.864 1.116 70.427 

Intercepti 16.921 4511 0 1 2231 0 Infinity 

 

And we can get this equation for the sixth option: 
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ln
6.0
1.0 = 16.921 − 26.217 ∗ 1. gender + 0.432 ∗ 2. marriage	status + 2.182

∗ 3. age	level  
 

the p value of gender and marriage status are higher than 0.05, that means, those two factors will 

not impact the option 6. Regarding the age level, the regression coefficient is 2.182, and P value 

(0.039) is lower than 0.05, that means the age level has significant positive correlation with the 

sixth option of social media platform. Meanwhile, the value of OR is 8.864, that means when age 

level increase by one unit, the sixth option would increase by 8.864 times. 

4.1.5.2 the relationship among marriage status, education background and age 

level and preference of key opinion leader 

Regarding the option of key opinion leader, it contains seven options. we emphasis on the options 

with large sample size, and they are respectively option 1 (41 People), option 3 (30 people), option 

6 (34 people), the key opinion leader options frequencies are in the appendices F.  

 

As shown in the appendices G, we can see the McFadden R square is 0.361, which means the 

education background, marriage status and age level could be in charge of 36.1% change in the 

option of the social media platform.  

I choose the first option as the base to compare other with. And according to prior paragraph, we 

will check the third and sixth option. And we can get this equation for the third option: 

ln
3.0
1.0 = −3.418 + 0.428 ∗ 4. education	background − 2.174 ∗ 2. marriage	status

+ 1.164 ∗ 3. age	level  

 

the p value of education back ground and marriage status are higher than 0.05, that means, those 

two factors will not impact the option 3. Regarding the age level, the regression coefficient is 1.164, 

and P value (0.015) is lower than 0.05, that means the age level has significant positive correlation 

with the third option of KOL. Meanwhile, the value of OR is 3.201, that means when age level 
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increase by one unit, the number of third option would increase by 3.201 times. 

 

Regarding the option sixth: (see appendices H) 

we can get this equation for the sixth option: 

ln
6.0
1.0 = −13.37 + 0.38 ∗ 4. education	background − 2.666 ∗ 2. marriage	status

+ 4.116 ∗ 3. age	level  

 

the p value of education back ground is higher than 0.05, that means, this factor will not impact the 

option 6. For the marriage status, the regression coefficient is -2.666, and P value (0.047) is lower 

than 0.05, that means the marriage status has significant negative correlation with with the sixth 

option of KOL. Meanwhile, the value of OR is 0.069, that means when marriage status increase by 

one unit, the number of the sixth option would increase by 0.069 times. 

 

Regarding the age level, the regression coefficient is 4.116, and P value (0.00) is lower than 0.05, 

that means the age level has significant positive correlation with the sixth option of KOL.  

 

4.1.5.3 the relationship among dummy marriage status, education background 

and age level and preference of key opinion leader 

 

In conclusion, regarding the option of social media platform, we could find age level has significant 

negative correlation with the second option and positive correlation with the sixth option. 

Regarding the option of opinion leader, we could find age level has significant positive correlation 

with the third option and the sixth option, and marriage status has significant negative correlation 

with with the sixth option of KOL. However, we don't know how does each category of age level 

and marriage status impact the options of social media platform and KOL. Then we could 
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pre-process the data firstly. I added one dummy independent variables in marriage status category 

since marriage status have two categories in the questionnaire. Then “marriage 1.0” stands for 

groups in marriage. “Marriage 2.0” stands for groups not in marriage. For another independent 

variable-age level, as we can see in the below chart, some of its sample distribution are too small, 

which contains only 1 people. Too small sample may lead to ineffectiveness of the multinomial 

logistic regression model. Thus, I will analyze the impact of different categories of age level. And 

the age level frequencies are in appendices I.    

 

From the prior analysis we could acknowledge the marriage status mainly impact the sixth option of 

the KOL, thus, the following analysis will emphasis on this. After inputting the data in SPSS, we 

could obtain this result: As we can see in the appendices I, the second table is using the option first 

as the base one, comparatively, the group not in marriage status has significant negative correlation 

with the option sixth, and the probability of choosing the option sixth is 0.055 times when 

compared with the group in marriage status. Comparatively, the group in marriage status has 

significant correlation with the option sixth, and the probability of choosing the option sixth is 

18.278 times when compared with the group in marriage status. 

 

4.2 Case Study results 

For results segmented by Jieba, I can obtain upper limit and lower limit of the accuracy rate is 

calculated as 77.98% and 72.92%, which means if applying the Jieba segmentor, the correction rate 

of segmentation is between 72.92% and 77.98%. The value of upper limit and lower limit for results 

segmented by Thulac is calculated as 77.95% and 70.59%, which mean apply the Thulac segmentor, 

the correction rate is between 77.95% and 70.59%. 

Then, I can arrive in the conclusion, in this case study, the Jieba tool has offered a more accurate 

and stable results than theThulac. 
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5.0 Data analysis 

5.1 The outline of analysis 

The analysis part should consist of four parts, every part serves for answering the underlying 

research questions proposed in the introduction chapter. 

 

The first part is related with the prior survey results. As in the result presentation chapter, it reveals 

the correlation ship among the demographic factors, preference of social media platform and Key 

opinion leader and attitudes towards brands and marketing, which is in the purpose of offering the 

considering factors when the businesses are in the process of choosing the platform and KOL. 

While in this analysis part, I connect the findings with the background theory and present situation 

of the Chinese market together, in order to answer the underlying sub-research questions: how to 

find the right social media platform and key opinion leader in the Chinese market. 

The second part is related with the case study results. As in the result presentation chapter, it has 

reached the decision that the Jieba tool has brought the more accurate and stable results to the 

sentiment analysis in Chinese, while it can not answer the sub research question: How to resolve the 

language difference in sentiment analysis in a Chinese language based network environment? Since 

the case study only based on the reviews of the specific e-commercial platform, then in the analysis 

part, the research tried to discuss its limitation and explore its scope of application in the Chinese 

market. 

The third part considering the limitation of the prior two researches, as the application of sentiment 

analysis in Chinese market is not only impacted by the demographic factors, difference in language 

and culture, the different legal environment should also be taken into consideration. Then this part 

describe the china legal environment, especially about the impacts of China´s Cyber Security law, 

which is thought as GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) in China, in order to analysis how 
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to avoid the potential legal risk when the company take the sentiment analysis in the Chinese 

market.  

5.2 Option of social media platform and key opinion leader 

The below part try to compare the related demographic factors in the Chinese market, and analyze 

the implication of targeting the most welcome platform and most key opinion leader in the Chinese 

market, meanwhile discuss the limitation of this survey research.  

5.2.1 Comparison the related demographic factors in the Chinese markets 

5.2.1.1 Age level factor  

According to Patel and Bansal, “Age is chosen as segment as the customers on different life cycle 

has different demand” (Patel and Bansal, 2018, p.311). And in findings, the age level has shown 

more influential power than the other factors, as it has strong corrleationship with every determinant 

(the preference of social media platform, Key opinion leader and attitudes towards the branding and 

marketing on social media platform). Why age level brings about so much variance in the Chinese 

market? It may arise from the changes in Chinese society in these years. Compared with other 

countries, the Chinese society has experience more dramatic changes in the economics and policies. 

According to Wu Jinglian, “From 1949 to 1976, the planed economy was the main type in China, 

however, since 1976, China has experienced a set of reform in property rights, pricing, enterprise or 

even political system, which has led to an average growth rate of 10 percent per year for the past 30 

years” (Wu, 2009, p.1), The dramatic changes in china economic conditions brings the 

differentiations in the values, tastes and lifestyles among different aged people. The accelerated 

widened gap in generation consciousness has become a significant phenomenon in Chinese market, 

which means customer in different age segment have considerably difference in demand and 

preferences. Then the Age level could be views as critical perspective when the foreign business 
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scanning the social media landscaping and deciding the target group in the Chinese market.  

 

For the business purpose, I try to compare the different age group with their attitudes towards 

branding and marketing on social media platform. The finding shows different aged people show 

heterogeneity in acceptance of advertising, awareness of branding and intention of purchasing on 

social media platform. Especially, most of 30-39 aged group shows most positive attitudes towards 

the advertising, branding and purchasing on the social media platform, when compared them with 

the 40-49 aged and 50-59 aged group. This situation could be explained by the development of 

digital economy in the Chinese market. The 30-39 aged group is just this group, who has 

experienced the development of network and instant messenger tools at their early age. As the 

childhood experience affect a lot the grownup´s values, mind and opinions, when they become adult 

during the expansion of e-commercialization and mobile payment, this kind of digital environment 

has brought them the positive recognition and widely acceptation of the business activities in the 

social media network. That means this group are more attainable and open minded then should be 

treated as a perfect target for the entity. While, Nielson reports refers the possible challenge when 

choosing this group as a segment as of the distracted attention on social media platform, they are 

not loyal users to one certain platform (Nielson report, 2016). This characteristic may lead them to 

continuously switch their social media platform and key opinion leader preference, which means 

the entity needs to adjust their sentiment analysis strategy to match this group demand.  

 

Comparatively, the 40-49 aged group don't hold so positive attitude as the younger peers. However, 

the elder group shows more loyalty to certain social media platform and key opinion leader than the 

youngers(Yes Lifecycle Marketing, 2017). According to the Kantar report(Kantar, 2017), this group 

has kept stable growth rate on the social media platform in the Chinese market. And especially, this 

group has been viewed as the top income level in the Chinese market. Nielson 2017 report has 

found this aged people even spend more time on the social media platform than the younger peer. 

Considering of the increasing influence and loyalty of this group, entity could set them as target to 
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supplement the social media strategy.   

5.2.1.2 Marriage status 

As proposed by (Zaheer, 1995) the liability of foreigness should be the important task when the 

company entering a new market, Jiang, Liu and Stening (2014) evidenced in the Chinese market, 

the foreignness is still existing. The finds of this research show the gender, age level and marriage 

status have relationship with preference of social media platform. While in the US market, it shows 

the gender and age level has affected the preference of the social media platform, which haven´t 

taken the marriage status factors into consideration.  

 

The distinction may arise from the heterogeneity of the culture. While in China, single Chinese 

people are suffering great marriage pressure from their parents, relatives or even the society as of 

the significant importance of the family in the Chinese culture. Marriage and family relationship 

plays an important role in Chinese people´s social life and indirectly influence their choice of the 

social media platform and key opinion leader. The finding shows there is big difference exist in the 

not-in-marriage group and in-marriage group. The not-in-marriage group shows strong interest in 

dating social app and BBS. While for the in-marriage group, the kind of social media platform 

which focus on knowing more new people has lost of its attractiveness. This may be explained by 

the prevailing blind date culture in china in recent years, which has brought the explosion of the 

“digital blind date economy”, according to the report of I Research Centre, it has grown as a 23 

billion market in 2014. Meanwhile, it also brought the widely acceptance the dating apps as a tool 

to match among the single Chinese people. This phenomenon is supported by the 51 survey, which 

has shown 91% respondents could accept “finding lover from the dating apps”. With the growth of 

the single population in China, which has consisted 13.8% of the whole population (I Research), the 

number of using this platform will increase at a stable pace. This phenomenon in the Chinese 

market could imply that firm should place more attention on the platform “dating apps with social 

media functions”, and dig the in-depth demand of the single group. 
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5.2.2 Microblog as targeting platform 

According to Fan & Gordon, in terms of the business, the application of sentiment analysis serves 

for the building the brand awareness, purchase intention and advertisement acceptance. The analysis 

of the survey shows the users of microblog more easily attracted by the brand and marketing in this 

platform. Alalwan et al. (2017) proposed Twitter and Facebook could bring more effective 

communication between the entity and the users of platform, as well known, Twitter is the typical 

microblog in western countries. This point is evidenced by extensively usage of Weibo in the 

business area, which is thought as the Twitter of China and most widely used microblog platform in 

the Chinese market (Xu, Zhang and Xia, 2014). Compared with the instant tools, Microblog 

platform is not only offering communications among the acquaintances. It is more like a 

broadcasting tool to the public. And its scope of audience spans from celebrities, companies, key 

opinion leader to the ordinary people, which adds the possibility of interaction among different 

people and business, this could enlarge its network effect and improve the effectiveness of 

advertising. Meanwhile, its “news” function could guide audience attention to the certain brand.  

 

However, this doesn't mean the right social media platform is microblog in the Chinese market for 

any entity. As referred in the findings, the option of social media platform reflects the differentiation. 

The 30-39 aged male group choose microblog as first choice, while other groups has different 

options. For foreign business, it could set microblog as an effective brand shaping platform, while 

still need place more emphasis on the target customer´s choice in order to penetrate the precision 

marketing strategy in the Chinese market.  

5.2.3 Papijiang as a targeting Key opinion leader 

The finding shows Papijiang as the the most welcome key opinion leader, the followers of Papijiang 
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reflect the high positive attitude in the social media marketing activities, and it shows their purchase 

intent have been affected by Key opinion leader too. According to Kantar report, Papijiang owns 

20,640,000 followers, and the business value of her account has been estimated more than 3 billions 

RMB. The Key opinion leader shows more influential power than other countries (Kantar, 2017). It 

may arise from that fans economy especially booming in China. As the collectivist has deeply 

impacted Chinese culture, the Chinese people more tend to share in the group. The attention to the 

same key opinion leader could connect people from the different areas, which protect them from the 

feeling of ostracism or isolation at last. Meanwhile, people will try to get more attention and 

connectedness in the group. This kind of behaviors can generate business benefit. As referred in 

kantar report, Key opinion leader could make use of this kind of mind and behaviors in these 

following ways. KOL could drive traffic into cash through joint marketing, build brand popularity 

through direct recommendation to the followers, penetrate precise marketing through O2O and APP 

connections or publish limited edition to trigger purchase intent. For the followers, in the pursuit of 

more attention and connectedness in fans group, they may follow the key opinion leaders´ 

recommendation in purchasing instead of upon their intrinsic demand. With the increasing influence 

of Papijiang account, these business benefit could be enlarged through the network effect. Thus, it is 

worth of setting the Papijiang as the target.  

 

However, the analysis of the followers of this key opinion leader has brought a concern to us. 

According to the survey, 61.5% Papijiang followers are the highly educated group. And in the 

findings, their purchase intention is not easily triggered by the content on the social media or KOL 

content. Comparatively, the followers of Tales in England shows very positive in purchasing 

intention. It may not fulfill the business purpose of entity if overly depending on one key opinion 

leader, the mix strategy could be considered in this way. And considering the STP principle, it 

requires implementation of marketing strategy through the appropriate mediator which could 

accurately match the targeting market. Then entity could consider more about whether the key 

opinion leader match its own segmentation, not only emphasis on the most welcome one. 
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Meanwhile, the highly dynamic network culture and fast changing netizen´s tastes bring the quickly 

update in the key opinion leaders in the Chinese market, this requires the entity keep a continuously 

review on the application of this strategy.  

 

5.2.4 limitations of this survey research 

According to the results, the education background factor plays important role in the option of key 

opinion leader and attitudes towards branding, purchasing, advertising and public relations on the 

social media platform. However, it is a problematic factor. Comparing it with the survey issued by 

China Internet Network Information Center, which based on the whole Chinese netizen population, 

I can find the major group in CNNIC survey(CNNIC, 2013) is with a secondary education level, 

while in my survey, the major group is with bachelor degree. This variance may arise from the 

researcher use her own network. Meanwhile, the users of Wechat may hold a higher degree than the 

normal netizens. It may imply the sample distribution is limited as of it can not fully reflect the 

characteristic of whole population. 

  

5.3 Analysis of the case study research 

5.3.1 implication of the case study research 

The findings have shown Jieba could be viewed as a more accurate and stable tool applied in the 

sentiment analysis of text in Tmall. However, the targeting sentiment are not only limited in Tmall, 

but also expanding to the whole social networking environment. And in different social platform, 

they may use different cyber language. Yin (2010) has suggested using an analytical generalization 

to expand and generalize the results. And he also suggested there are two step to fulfil the analytical 

generalization. One is to apply the findings to the similar situation, another way is to arrive 

conclusion from borrowing other case studies´ results (Yin, 2010). In order to generalize the results 
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to the similar situation, I will compare the contents on Tmall with other social media platform. The 

reviews on Tmall tends to give feedback about the certain product and related sales service. This 

similar platform in china includes Alibaba, Taobao, Jindong platform. 

 

After comparing them with microblog platform, we can find the latter one includes more 

comprehensive content than the prior ones. There are some researches about the application 

sentiment analysis in Microblog or BBS platform, which we can borrow to arrive in conclusion. 

Referred by (Tse, 2016). in her research on application of sentiment analysis in Weibo(the most 

welcome microblog platform in China), Jieba segmentor is chosen as the segmentation tool as she 

proposed “it is built to be the best Python Chinese word segmentation” (Tse, 2016, p.82). In terms 

of BBS platform, (He,2006) has mentioned Jieba segmentor could be viewed as an important 

supplemenary tool for the Thulac. Referred by (Zhou, 2017), in his research about the sentiment 

analysis in the articles published by wechat platform (the most welcome instant messenger tool in 

China), Jieba could be applied in this text as of its high accuracy and efficiency. Take the all 

researches into consideration, we can arrive in a conclusion that Jieba segmentor is appropriate as a 

sentiment analysis tool in the Chinese social media environment.  

 

However, with the accelerated development of the china network technology and network culture, 

there are more and more new and fresh cyber language prevailing in the present social media 

platform, thereby bringing more challenge to the word segmentation tools. Jieba and Thulac are all 

based on the China Daily, and this kind of word base may not deal with the new slang. however, 

Jieba has promised the continuously update of its word base. This requires entity continuously 

check of the segmentation tools and update the new version of it. 

5.3.2 limitation of case study research 

The results are based on random sampling, which suppose the sample are following a normal 

distribution, and the confident interval of the accuracy rate are built on the central limit theorem. 
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However, there is possibility that the outliner may exist. Outliner means “an observation point that 

lies an abnormal distance from other values in a random sample from a population” 

(En.wikipedia.org, 2018). And this one could impact the standard deviation strongly, and impact the 

final results indirectly. In this research, the outliner may affect the mean value, lower limit value 

and upper limit value of Jieba and Thulac segmented results, which could directly impact the 

accuracy of the results. 

 

Another limitation is arising from the selection of the benchmark. In this research, I chose the 

human segmented results as the benchmark. Whereas, the result may be diversified as of the 

writers´ different background and experience, meanwhile, the ambiguities of Chinese word may 

lead to different segmentation of the same sentence. And at last, the modern internet speak has 

updated expeditiously, which lead to false results when the researcher can not identify the new 

slang.   

 

5.4 legal considerations 

Except for the social media landscaping, culture and language factors impacting the sentiment 

analysis in the Chinese market, the risk in legal perspective has become more and more significant 

in these years. Especially the China´s Cyber Security Law (CSL) was implemented on the 1st of 

June in 2017, which has made strict personal identifiable information regulations.  

 

When oversea entities apply of sentiment analysis in the Chinese market, especially at the start-up 

stage, it may involve to the transfer of data to the headquarters or information service centre, the 

most influential compliance risk may arise. As required in the China´s Cyber Security Law, “data 

transfer abroad must obey strict rules, which means company should go through a strict security self 

assessment procedure when transferring such data abroad” (Ledormeur, 2017).  
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The law has defined the “legitimate data” should satisfy specific conditions together. And these 

conditions includes main four parts, one is related with assess the purpose of transferring, to check 

whether it is coming from the business purpose. The second part is to assess the content of data, that 

means the data should be the legal data without any incompliant against the present regulation. The 

last, it relates to the subject of data. The law protects them own the right to acknowledge “the scope 

of the data transfer and its usage, intended purpose, type, recipients and possible risks” (Ledormeur, 

2017). There is a strict security self assessment procedure when companies intend to transfer or 

change data, and according to the law, the assessment content includes “likelihood of security 

incidents” and “their level of impact”.  

 

In terms of its implication to the foreign firms, firstly, we should consider its implementation time. 

For companies already operating in China, the last compliment time is December 31, 2018. 

however, for the new start-up business, they should follow the regulation at the beginning. In terms 

of the possible punishment, although compared with the GPDR (General Data protection Rule), the 

amount of fine is not huge, however, the company may face shutdown of websites and renovation 

of business license, and even detention. (Ledormeur 2017). 

  

For some modern international entities which has started operation in China, compliance sounds 

extremely hard, as most of them has built up the business intelligence system worldwide, and 

normally, the information service centre could be in charge of processing data generated from other 

countries, if the service centre is built up in the third country, then they should conduct the complex 

assessment centre when dealing with the data coming from China. Meanwhile, the popular cloud 

software solutions and Ecommerce platform receive a lot of personal data generated in China, this 

also demand costly assessment effort when transferring the personal data abroad. As for the new 

start-ups in the Chinese market, the best way is to avoid transferring personal data abroad. It should 

be a safer and cheaper strategy to build up information processing centre in mainland.  
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6.0 Conclusions: 

This research contributes to the growing studies of the application of sentiment analysis, by offering 

solutions in applying the sentiment analysis in Chinese market. This research considers the main 

problems for application are the location of the right social media platform, key opinion leader and 

the language difference.  

 

Regarding the prior two questions, the researcher build a survey based on the market segmentation 

principle and Fan&Gordon theory to explore the preference and attitudes of the Chinese netizens. 

After quantitatively analysing answers collected from 112 respondents, the results indicated that the 

age level is the most influential factors and marriage status is play significant impact netizen´s 

preference. After comparison the potential business benefit of different social media platforms and 

key opinion leaders, the researcher has concluded the microblog is of highest business value among 

other platform, as its users are most open minded and positive attitude towards the branding, 

marketing and purchasing in the social media environment. Papijiang generate most business 

influential among other key opinion leaders, as its users are more impacted by the branding and 

marketing content in key opinion leaders´ post. These findings take a step forward to provide 

guidance for designing of the sentiment analysis strategy in the Chinese market, meanwhile, the 

research recommend the entity place more emphasis on finding the segments match their targets 

and keep continuously review on the Chinese social media environment.  

 

However, this results should be reviewed cautiously, since there is possibility of the homogeneous 

in sampling, as the respondents are viewed with higher education level than the whole population, 

which may lead to the limitation of generalization. This requires a further study on enlarged scope 

and more various levels of the society. Meanwhile, this research mainly based on the influence of 

demographic factors to the preference, and there is s possibility of neglecting other important 
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factors. The further study could consider comparing the influences of demographic factors with 

other factors. 

 

Regarding the last question, researcher use a case to find out the right tool to solve the typical 

language problem in Chinese sentiment analysis. The case has shown that Jieba could offer more 

accurate results to deal with e-commercial platform based on the confidential interval of its 

accuracy rate. Then after combination with other researches on the different social media platform, 

the researcher conclude Jieba could be adopted as the most appropriate tool in the Chinese 

networking environment. However, there is limitation of this study as of the existence of outliner, 

which may bring deterioration to the determination confidential interval of its accuracy rate. This 

requires further study to estimate the accuracy rate based on a method which could not be affected 

by the outliner. Futher study could consider use the Box plots method, which does not require the 

data follow the normal distribution.     

 

At last, the research has considered the legal challenge to apply the sentiment analysis in the 

Chinese market, and analysed the possible risk and cost to comply the cyber security law, then 

proposed strategy for the company which has operated in the Chinese market and the new start-ups 

entity. 
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Appendices: 

Appendics A: The respondent´s demographic characteristics: 
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Appendices B: The preference and frequency of using social media 

platform and checking key opinion leader´s account 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Appendices C: The attitudes distribution towards branding, advertising, 

marketing in social media environment 
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Appendices D: Social media environment in China  

 
2016 Chinese social media report (Kantar) 
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Appendices E: Russel emotion model 

 

 

 

Figure 1 XXXXX 

Elizabeth C. Hirschman and Barbara B. Stern (1999) 

 

Appendices F: Key opinion leader options frequencies 

 
 

Basic Situation 

Question 
Option

s 
Frequenci

es 
Percenta

ge 

10、(Which KOL you pay most 
attention to?) 

1 41 36.61% 
3 30 26.79% 
4 3 2.68% 
5 4 3.57% 
6 34 30.36% 

Intotal 112 100 
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Appendices G: multinomial logit model of Option 3 

McFadden R square：0.361 

option:3 B 
std. 

Error 
Z value 

P 
value 

OR 

OR with 
95%Confidence 
interval(Lower 

bound) 

OR with 
95%Confidence 

Interval(Upper bound) 

Marriage 

status 
-2.174 1.304 -1.667 0.096 0.114 0.009 1.465 

Age level 1.164 0.48 2.423 0.015 3.201 1.249 8.205 

Education 

background 
0.428 0.346 1.238 0.216 1.534 0.779 3.022 

Interception -3.418 2.268 -1.507 0.132 0.033 0 2.794 

 

Appendices H: multinomial logit model of Option 6 

option:6 B 
std. 

Error 
Z value P value OR 

OR with 
95%Confid

ence 
interval(Lo
wer bound) 

OR with 
95%Confide

nce 
Interval(Up
per bound) 

Marriage status -2.666 1.344 -1.984 0.047 0.069 0.005 0.969 

Age level 4.116 0.871 4.724 0 61.32 11.114 338.309 

Education background -0.216 0.38 -0.568 0.57 0.806 0.383 1.697 

Interception -13.37 3.147 -4.249 0 0 0 0.001 

        

 

Appendices I: Multinomial logit model for dummy variables: 

Title Category N  
Percent(%)

 

Age level 

20-29 1 0.89 

30-39 42 37.5 

40-49 38 33.93 

above 50 (include 

50) 
31 27.68 
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multinomial logit model of Option 6 (in-marriage-status)  

Option:6 B 
std. 

Error 
Z value P value OR 

OR with 
95%Confiden

ce 
interval(Low

er bound) 

OR with 
95%Confiden

ce 
Interval(Upp

er bound) 
Marriage status_2.0 -2.906 1.274 -2.28 0.023 0.055 0.005 0.665 

Age level 4.127 0.843 4.893 0 62.012 11.871 323.942 

Interception -16.629 3.416 -4.868 0 0 0 0 

 

multinomial logit model of Option 6 (not in-marriage-status) 

Option:6 B 
std. 

Error 
Z value P value OR 

OR with 
95%Confiden

ce 
interval(Low

er bound) 

OR with 
95%Confiden

ce 
Interval(Upp

er bound) 
Marriage status_1.0 2.906 1.274 2.28 0.023 18.278 1.504 222.146 

Age level 4.127 0.843 4.893 0 62.012 11.871 323.942 

Interception -19.534 4.269 -4.576 0 0 0 0 

 

Appendices J: Web Survey Questionairs 

社交媒体调查 

Social media survey 

 
您好！非常感谢您填写这份调查问卷。本问卷对被调查者的所有信息保密。填写本问卷耽误
了您宝贵的时间，在此表示抱歉。 

 

1. 您的性别/ Your Gender： [单选题] * 
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○男/Male 

○女/Female 
 

2. 您的婚姻状况／Your Marriage Status： [单选题] * 

○已婚/In-Marriage 

○未婚/Not-in-marriage 
 

3. 您的年龄/Your age: [单选题] * 

○0－19 岁/0-19 Yrs 

○20-29 岁/20-29 Yrs 

○30－39 岁/30-39 Yrs 

○40-49 岁/40-49 Yrs 

○50 岁及 50 岁以上/ 50 Yrs or above 
 

4. 您的教育水平/Your education background: [单选题] * 

○高中及高中以下/Middle school or below 

○中专/Technique or business school 

○大学/University 

○研究生及研究生以上/Graduate school or above 
 

5. 您的年收入/Your annual income： [单选题] * 

○12000 元及以下/ 12000 RMB or below 

○12000-60000 元/12000 RMB-60000 RMB 

○60000-300000 元/ 60000RMB-300000 RMB 

○300000 元以上/ 300000RMB or above 
 

6. 您的职业是/ Your occupation： [单选题] * 

○专业人士/ Professionals（如教师/医生/律师
等） 

○服务业人员/Service staff（餐饮服务员/司机
/售货员等） 
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○自由职业者/Freelances（如作家/艺术家/摄
影师/导游等） 

○工人/ Worker（如工厂工人/建筑工人/城市
环卫工人等 

○公司职员/Company staff ○商人/雇主/Employer 

○小商贩/个体户/Proprietor ○事业单位/公务员/政府工作人员/Officer 

○学生/Student ○家庭主妇/House wife 

○农民/牧民/渔夫/Farmer ○无业/失业/Not employed 

○其他/Others  
 

7. 您所在地/Your Location： [单选题] * 

○ 安 徽
/Anhui 

○ 北 京
/Beijing 

○ 重 庆
/Chonqin 

○ 福 建
/Fujian 

○ 甘 肃
/Gansu 

○ 广 东
Guandon 

○ 广 西
Guangxi 

○ 贵 州
/Guizhou 

○ 海 南
/Hainan 

○ 河 北
/Hebei 

○黑龙江
Heilonjia-
-ng 

○ 河 南
/Henan 

○ 香 港
/Hongko
-ng 

○ 湖 北
/Hubei 

○ 湖 南
/Hunan 

○ 江 苏
/Jiangsu 

○ 江 西
/Jiangxi 

○ 吉 林
/Jilin 

○ 辽 宁
/Liaoning 

○ 澳 门
/Macau 

○内蒙古
/Neimen
ggu 

○ 宁 夏
/Ninxia 

○ 青 海
/Qinhai 

○ 山 东
/Shandon 

○ 上 海
Shanghai 

○ 山 西
/Shanxi 

○ 陕 西
/Shanxi 

○ 四 川
/Sichuan 

○ 台 湾
/Taiwan 

○ 天 津
/Tianjin 

○ 新 疆
/Xinjiang 

○ 西 藏
/Tibet 

○ 云 南
/Yunnan 

○ 浙 江
/Zhejiang 

○ 海 外
/oversea      

 

8. 您最经常使用哪类社交媒体？/Which category is your most used platform?[社交媒体

（Social Media)，也称为社会化媒体、社会性媒体，指允许人们撰写、分享、评价、讨论、

相互沟通的网站和技术。） [单选题] * 

○即时通讯工具/Instant messenger tools（如
QQ，微信等） 

○微型博客类工具/Microblog platform（如微
博，说说等） 

○约会型社交工具/Dating apps with social 
function（如百合网，陌陌等） ○网络论坛/BBS（如天涯网，百度贴吧等） 

○ 生 活 服 务 类 APP/Life service apps with 
social function（如美团，大众点评等） 

○新闻类社交媒体工具/News media with 
social function（如头条） 

○ 电 子 商 务 类 社 交 服 务 /E-commercial 
platform（如淘宝旺旺） 

○ 在 线 视 频 以 及 直 播 平 台 /Livestream 
platform（如优酷，抖音等） 

 

9. 您使用社交媒体的频率？How often you use social media platform? [单选题] * 
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○每天都使用/Every day 

○三天使用一次/Every three days 

○一星期使用一次/Once every week 

○从来不用/never 
 

10. 您最关注以下哪位公众人物或者公众号?/Which Key opinion leader you pay most 

attention? [单选题] * 

○Papi 酱/Papijiang ○同道大叔/Tongdao uncle 

○吴雁@思想凝聚/Wuyan@focus thinking ○gogoboi/gogoboi 

○英国那些事儿/England Tales ○其它/Others 

  

11. 您关注公众人物或者公众号新闻的频率?/How often you visit the key opinion leader 

accout? [单选题] * 

○每天都使用/Every day 

○三天使用一次/Every three days 

○一星期使用一次/Once every week 

○从来不用/never 
 

12. 您是否愿意进行俩周后后续调查／Do you want to attend the retest? [单选题] * 

○是/Yes 

○否/No 
 
13. 社交媒体或者网红账号上的内容会吸引你关注某品牌吗／I will pay attention to some 
brand as a result of content in social media platform or key opinion leader account[单选题] * 
 

○非常同意／Strongly agree ○同意/Agree 

○不知道/Have no idea ○不同意/Disagree 

○非常不同意/Strongly disagree  
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14. 您能接受社交媒体或者网红账号上的广告吗／I can accept the advertisement in social 
media platform or related key opinion leader[单选题] * 
 

○非常同意／Strongly agree ○同意/Agree 

○不知道/Have no idea ○不同意/Disagree 
○非常不同意/Strongly disagree 

  

15. 社交媒体或者网红账号上的内容会导致您购买某产品吗／My purchase decision could be 
affected by the social media platform or key opinion leader[单选题] * 
 

○非常同意／Strongly agree ○同意/Agree 

○不知道/Have no idea ○不同意/Disagree 
○非常不同意/Strongly disagree 

  

16. 社交媒体或者网红账号上的内容会导致您厌恶某品牌吗／I will hate certain brand as the 
content on social media platform or related key opinion leader[单选题] * 
 

○非常同意／Strongly agree ○同意/Agree 

○不知道/Have no idea ○不同意/Disagree 
○非常不同意/Strongly disagree 
 

 
 

Appendices K: Codes for word segmentaion 

For Jieba tool 
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For Thulac 

 


